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Your Heart Association Reports:

CARDIOVASCULAR DEATHS PER 100,000 U.S. MALES 45-64

HEART RESEARCH PAYS OFF
FOR MEN 45 TO 64
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Here’s good news for all men in the U.S., aged 45 to
64. The death rate from the cardiovascular diseases
in their age group dropped 7½% since 1950, the year
following the first Heart Fund campaign.
This dramatic trend is making medical history.
For the first time, deaths from high blood pressure
and the heart disease it causes are down 50% among
men in their most productive years. Deaths from
strokes are down 26%.
Score it as another triumph for heart research
in its quest for new ways to control and prevent the
heart and blood vessel diseases. But remember—
these diseases are still the nation’s Number 1 killer,
claiming more than 950,000 lives a year. More Heart
Fund dollars will assure more gains.

GIVE

...SO MORE
WILL LIVE
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all

progressively updated index to
past articles?
Wishing you continued success.
A. S. Furze
Wilson, Danby & Giddy
Chartered Accountants
Melbourne, Australia

Thank you—and please refer to
page 62 of this issue for our first
annual index. We cannot publish a
cumulative index, which because of
its length would soon occupy the
entire magazine.
T
Editor
The small, small business
Your editorial comment in reply

Kudos from abroad

May I add my congratulations
to you and your staff on the high
standard and variety of the arti
cles which appear in your maga
zine. Although some of the subjects
discussed in the journal are quite
novel to me (and, I am sure, most
Australians), it is to your credit
that the messages are conveyed
by the authors in not-too-technical
terms and can therefore be read
and understood without the neces
sity for extensive knowledge or
experience by the reader in their
subject matter.
However, even at this early
stage, I am concerning myself with
the development of a brief index
ing system for future reference to
the various articles which have
already appeared and I was won
dering if it is your intention to pre
pare a periodical index
better
still, had you considered allocating
a small section of each issue to a

January-February, 1965
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to Albert J. Storich was an excel
lent statement of your basic phi
losophy and I agree with it entirely,
but I do not believe it answers
the problem posed by Mr. Storich.
. . . You missed his point.
We agree with Mr. Storich that
you urgently need articles and per
haps a regular column dealing with
specific applications for the “tiny
size” business. This does not mean
at a beginner’s level. The techniques
employed by small businesses need
the same degree of creative thought
and expertness as those for larger
business even though the magni
tude and complexity of the equip
ment, time available, and personnel
may differ. Indeed the cost and
personnel limitations make assist
ance in this area a challenge requir
ing considerable ability and special
ized knowledge.
We feel it is vital to us as a small
and vital to our “tiny size” cli
ents to be in a position to ap

ply various ideas, techniques, and
equipment to their not so “tiny
size” problems so they may com
pete and progress in the future.
Do not confuse small business
with elementary, for that is not the
case. We need help and your maga
zine is a logical place to look.
After all it is not Management
Services (for big clients only).
Charles B. Larson, CPA
Larson Morriss & Co.
Saint Joseph, Missouri

The correspondence to which Mr.
Larson refers appeared in the JulyAugust issue of Management Ser
vices.
One of the difficulties
meeting
Mr. Storich’s request is that the
small businesses of which he speaks
have, on the whole, devoted con
siderably less time and effort to up
grading their systems than have
medium and large organizations.
When we learn of a small business
which has made significant im
provements, changes significant
enough to be of general interest to
our readers, we make every effort
to get a story about it. “Automation
in a Small Company,” which ap
peared in our November-December,
1964, issue, was such an article.
This is an area in which you, our
readers, could help
If you know
of, or have yourself been involved
a small organization which has
made important systems changes,
let us know about it. We'll do the
rest. That way, your experience and
achievements can benefit your col
leagues.
The Editor
1
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p. 13

James I. Morgan • Decision Tables....................
The decision table, a concise method of displaying
rules for or results of alternative actions, is being
widely used in programing computer control systems.
Its applications, however, are by no means limited

to electronic data processing. As this article points
out, the decision table offers a simple, precise way of
expressing almost any system or procedure for use of
analysts, programers, and operating personnel.

Maurice S. Newman • The Essence of Budgetary Control
The mere existence of a “budget” does not guarantee
any better internal control than a company would have
without it. Essentially, budgetary control is a system
for appraising the business and its problems at regular,

predetermined intervals. The author cites two tests for
a good budget, sensitivity and reaction time, and two
essentials for attaining it, management support and an
adequate information structure.

John Verroen • How ITT Manages Its Foreign Exchange
Currency fluctuations in countries whose economies
are characterized by persistent inflation can reduce the
dollar income and erode the local currency investment
of
S. companies operating there. For a company like

2
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p. 27

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
which has extensive assets in Central and South Amer
ica, devaluation is a constant problem. This article tells
how ITT has organized to meet it.

Ben R. Copeland • Analyzing Burden Variance for Profit Planning and
Logically, there should be one best analysis of burden
variance for any given set of facts. Yet cost accounting
texts offer a variety of methods of analysis. This author
analyzes
each of these methods
and attempts, through
.................
..........................................................
.........................

p. 19

p. 34

a study of their weaknesses, to develop a more valid
technique. He arrives at a four-part analysis covering
budget, volume, efficiency, and “volume-efficiency”
variances, with allowance for calendar variations.
4
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E. Leonard Arnoff and M. J. Netzorg • Operations Research-The Basics
For businessmen and consultants who have not yet
had personal experience with the new scientific prob
lem-solving techniques of management science, this
orientation article describes operations research—what

p. 42

it is, where it originated, how it is used, and where it
has been applied in industry. In addition to explaining
the basic methodology of OR, the authors call atten
tion to some common pitfalls in its use.

Annual Index - 1964

p. 62

Lists, by author and by subject category, all major articles published in Management Services last year.

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques

p. 4

What people are writing about

p. 52

Current books and magazine articles on subjects of interest to management and management consultants.
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people, events, techniques
New Computer Service Offers Accountants Electronic Help

In Preparation of Individual Income Tax Returns for Clients

Approximately a half-million tax
payers in nine states will have their
Federal and state tax returns for
1964 prepared, checked, and print
ed by computer.
By 1970, the number of such tax
payers will be 10,000,000, and they
will live in all fifty states.
These were two of the predic
tions made last month by officials
of Computer Sciences Corporation
in announcing their new COMPU
TAX service, which will be mar
keted to accountants and other tax
preparers in three Eastern and six
Western states this year.
Basically, the system works this
way:
The accountant reviews with his

client all pertinent financial facts
about the year just concluded. He
then completes a special group of
CSC forms which cover all relevant
taxpayer information. These forms
are relayed by messenger to local
CSC offices, where the accountant’s
data are keypunched, checked for
arithmetical accuracy, and entered
in the magnetic tape system of a
Univac 1107 computer.
The machine then takes over all
arithmetic and checking operations.
It first reviews the data it has re
ceived, then calculates the return
several times using different meth
ods, and finally selects the best
method of computation for the tax
payer—for example, itemized de

ductions or the standard 10 per
cent. Completed returns are printed
on the appropriate tax forms at the
rate of 700 lines a minute. All re
view, calculation, and selection op
erations are performed in five sec
onds, on the average.
The finished product is three
copies of the Federal and state re
turns, with all required schedules
and attachments; an accompanying
letter of filing instructions for the
taxpayer; and a special audit report
to the accountant.
This latter, based on current tax
regulations stored in the computer’s
memory, flags any inconsistencies
contained in the data originally
supplied by the taxpayer. It will
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also highlight potential tax savings
—a return which the accountant has
specified should be calculated as
joint income but which would ac
tually cost the taxpayers less if fig
ured as separate incomes, for ex
ample.
The COMPUTAX forms and re
lated computer instructions were
worked out in consultation with the
tax department of the CPA firm of
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart. Close
to 95 per cent of all tax returns will
fit into CSC’s standard format and
computer program, COMPUTAX
officials estimate.
Test run

A test run of the entire COMPU
TAX project, using different forms
from those now in use, was held
with 43,000 Federal and state tax
returns filed last year in California.
No arithmetic errors were found.
The project has received informal
clearance from the Internal Rev
enue Service.
(The ethics committee
the
American Institute of CPAs has ex
pressed the opinion that members
may properly utilize outside services
such as Computax to process tax re
turns and other client information,
provided the use
such services
does not result in the release con
fidential information.)
CSC officials report that they al
ready have contracts for the service
with more than 1,200 accountants
and other tax preparers (individ
uals cannot use the service direct
ly) and that the charge per return
will be $3.75-$15. The average
to the tax preparer will be $8. In
return, according to COMPUTAX,
the time he must spend on prepar
ing an individual return will be re
duced by 50-65 per cent.
The CSC spokesmen based their
estimates of 10,000,000 computerprepared returns by 1970 on the
fact, which they said had been veri
by IRS, that 48 per cent of all
tax returns are prepared by ac
countants and other tax preparers
rather than by the taxpayers.
The service this year is restricted
to New York, Connecticut, and
January-February,
1965
Published
by eGrove, 1965
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Machine-produced fax returns emerge from Computer Sciences Corporation's
Univac 1107 computers at the rate of two a minute. The equipment can ana
lyze and complete all
for one taxpayer's Federal and state returns
in less than five seconds. Copies are
produced in triplicate for delivery
to accountants and other tax preparers using the COMPUTAX service.

New Jersey in the East, and Cali
fornia, Texas, Washington, Oregon,
Nevada, and Arizona in the West.
Returns will be prepared and
checked
by Univacs at Mineola,

L. I., N. Y., and Los Angeles.
In addition to CSC’s own offices,
four accounting and data proces
sing organizations have been fran

RCA Introduces

Answer

chised to offer COMPUTAX serv
ice their areas. They are Compu
Stat Systems, San Francisco and
Santa Barbara, California; Elec
tronic Computer Service, Inc., San
Diego, California; Bit, Inc., Sacra
mento, California; and Integrated
Financial Service, Inc., Seattle,
Washington.

IBM’s System/360,

Spectra 70 Family of Four ‘Multilingual’ Computers
Unveiling its new Spectra 70
computer line last month, RCA
challenged the competitive advan
tage IBM may have gained with
its System/360 concept last spring.
(See MS, May-June ’64, pp. 5-7.)
RCA
claimed one technical
first of
own. The two largest of
the new RCA units have completely
integrated circuitry—something
which IBM maintains is still too
expensive for computer manufac
turers.
claims three main advan
tages for
new system:

I. A “multilingual” capability
through which all Spectra 70 com
puters can speak, not only each
other’s language, but all
the
more common programing, data,
and communications languages.
They can thus either replace other
computers or be harnessed to them
without costly reprograming ex
penses.
2. Increased speed and reliability
through the use of the integrated
circuitry.
3. What the manufacturer terms
“improved cost/performance ratios,
5 7
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for conventional wiring. The com
pany
states that it can now
buy or make integrated circuits at
as low a cost as hybrid circuits and
anticipates that costs will drop an
other 20 per cent shortly.
The Spectra 70 series is com
posed of four general purpose com
puters and more than 40 peripheral
machines.
Holter competition

Radio Corporation of America's re
cently announced Spectra 70 series of
computers includes, RCA says, the
first general purpose computers to
employ fully integrated circuits. A sili
con chip so small it barely covers the
letter "o" on a typewriter (shown
on a
contains two com
plete electronic circuits.

over the full range of systems and
applications.”
RCA hails the introduction of in
tegrated circuitry as the beginning
of the third generation of comput
ers. But what does that mean?
It means basically that all func
tions of the two largest of the four
computers in the Spectra 70 line
will be carried by monolithic cir
cuits—15 transistors, 13 resistors,
and all interconnections set in one
chip of silicon so small it would
hardly cover the letter “o” of a type
writer. All electronic elements are
combined in the single chip.
By contrast, IBM, which was the
most recent manufacturer to an
nounce circuitry changes, uses a
“hybrid” form. Here, chip transis
tors and diodes are mounted on
printed circuit models carrying re
sistors and interconnections. Size
of the complete circuit model: ap
proximately one half-inch square.
RCA maintains that the inte
grated circuitry permits a one-third
reduction in computer size and,
with new circuit-linking techniques
developed by the company, reduces
very sharply signal interference
problems between adjacent circuits
and practically eliminates the need

Other evidence that war among
the electronic companies is grow
ing hotter: RCA has announced
that there will be no overtime
charges for use of the Spectra 70
units beyond one shift. IBM is cut
ting overtime charges on the 360
from 30 per cent of base rental
10 per cent, and Honeywell and
Control Data have also announced
cuts. There are two other elements
in this picture. Recent cost studies
by the government have shown
that Federal agencies—by far the
largest single computer user in the
country—could save money by buy
ing rather than renting computers.
Any slash in overtime charges
would reduce this saving, and, pre
sumably, make the government less
insistent on changing from a rental
to a purchase basis. Moreover, the
increasing emphasis on “real-time”
systems, where a computer may be
running for more than one shift,
poses a severe economic drain on
the user who must pay overtime
charges whenever his use exceeds
one shift.
There is still other evidence of
sharpening competition among
manufacturers of EDP equipment.
IBM, which originally announced
delivery of the first 360’s in the
third quarter of 1965, has moved
that date up to the second quarter
of this year. There is a strong feel
ing in the industry that this accel
eration has become necessary be
cause too many potential IBM cus
tomers, unwilling to wait so long
for the new IBM equipment, have
either ordered or are seriously con
sidering other machines which can
be delivered on a much shorter
time schedule.

6
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Honeywell Electronic Data Proc
essing Division, which operated at
a profit for the first time last year,
has shown how quickly competitors
have moved to exploit the IBM
hiatus. Honeywell announced
H-200 early last year (see MS,
March-April ’64, pp. 9-10) as hav
ing speeds up to “six times that of
other small computers.” However,
perhaps the greatest selling point
of the H-200 was its Liberator pack
age, which can automatically trans
late programs written for the IBM
1401, 1440, or 1460 data processors
into H-200 programs.
By the end of last year, Honey
well had marketed well over two
hundred H-200’s.

Computer Course Found
Feasible for Unemployed
Successful experience with a pilot
program designed to train 36 men
and women as computer program
ers and electronic accounting ma
chine operators has led the
S.
Department of Labor to plan an
extensive program to teach hun
dreds of unemployed the necessary
skills (see MS, July-August ’64, p.
12).
Of the 36 workers in the original
test project, only one was a college
graduate, 17 had some college, 7
were high school graduates, and
the remainder were grammar school
graduates. One enrollee was
dropped for poor attendance.
The trainees were selected from
200 applicants by the Institute of
Computer Technology, which de
signed and gave the course. The
Institute, a Silver Spring, Maryland,
nonprofit organization set up by the
Datatrol Corporation, will
run
the
expanded
program
now
planned.
The pilot course began last May
and has just concluded. Classes
were held for four hours a day, five
days a week.
The twelve urban areas which
will house the expanded program
were to be chosen early this month
after a survey by state employment
Management Services 8
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service officials to determine the
the study, The Use of Consultants
hand. Eighty per cent of the highly
areas in greatest need of nonprofes
by Manufacturers, Dr. David
satisfied companies, on the other
sional technical personnel.
Ekey and Dr. W. David Robbins of
hand, put most of the consultants’
The Labor Department, in eval
fer a number of suggestions as to
suggestions into effect.
uating the pilot project, said the
Consulting engagements were
what a consultant’s client can do to
most significant finding was that
most successful when the problems
make sure that the job turns out
people with average intelligence
well.
to be solved were narrow. Studies
but fairly short education could
of a single department, a few de
learn the skills necessary to find
partments, or a technical area
Motivation
and hold good jobs in data proces
turned out well more often than
sing. The Department estimates
broad studies of general organiza
Management’s reasons for hiring
that half a million additional jobs
tion, growth, and competition.
a consultant were an important fac
will be created by 1970 in the op
Actually, the over-all rate of dis
tor in success—not so much what
eration of data processing equip
satisfaction with consultants was
they were as how strong they were.
ment and that there will be many
not high. About three-quarters of
In most of the cases in which the
more thousands open in the pro
the companies were satisfied. How
company’s executives themselves
duction of the machines.
ever, the value of experience in
recognized that they had a problem
Already the shortage of compe
working
with consultants is shown
and sought a consultant to solve it,
tent technicians is forcing many en
clearly by the increase in satisfac
they were satisfied with the results.
gineers and scientists to spend a
tion with multiple use—to 90 per
On the other hand, companies that
considerable portion of their time
cent.
simply succumbed to the sales pitch
in machine programing or opera
The number of companies sur
of a “peddler” of consulting services
tion, according to a Labor Depart
veyed
that had used consultants was
who offered a preliminary survey
ment report.
surprisingly high. Out of a random
to see whether any problems exist
The same report goes on to pre
sample of 971 companies of all
ed were almost never satisfied; usu
dict that large commercial users of
sizes,
423 had used consulting serv
ally they felt they had been sold a
data processing equipment must
ices
at
least once. (The term con
bill of goods.
depend on noncollege graduates
sultant
was rather broadly defined
Managements had to do more
for most of the work in their data
in
the
survey,
but management con
than simply recognize a problem,
processing installations.
sultants,
accountants,
and profes
however. They also had to make
sors
accounted
for
nearly
half of
Those completing the course who
some effort to define it. More than
get jobs as electronic accounting
the
usage.
)
As
in
other
surveys,
the
80 per cent of the companies that
machine operators will earn $325usage
of
consultants
increased
made a thorough, detailed analysis
markedly with company size.
$350 a month at the beginning and
of the problem before looking for
$550 a month with experience, the
a consultant were satisfied at the
Labor Department said. Computer
end of the engagement.
programers should earn $400-$525
Companies whose use of consul
Control Data’s New 6800
a month when they first get jobs.
tants was successful were also ex
Eventually, they can expect to earn
acting in selecting them. They es
Billed as World’s Fastest
$600 to $1,000 monthly.
tablished formal qualifications for
the consultant they wanted, and
Control Data last month an
they considered two or more con
nounced that it is now the producer
sultants twice as often
did the
of the largest, fastest, and most pow
Researchers Offer Tips
dissatisfied companies.
erful computer in the world.
In
the
successful
companies
man
Introducing its new 6800 model,
To Consultants’ Clients
agement gave continuing support
the company announced that it is
to the consulting project. They
four times as fast as its 6600—the
Making a consulting engagement
“sold” their employees on the im
world’s largest electronic data pro
successful is just as much the cli
portance of the work.
cessor until IBM revealed its model
ent’s responsibility as it is the con
92 in the System/360 last August.
sultant’s.
After analyzing the experiences
The 6600 is so powerful, in fact,
Follow-up
several hundred Virginia compa
that to date it has been ordered
Follow-up was probably the most
nies have had with consultants, re
only for advanced scientific work.
important single factor in success.
searchers from the University of
However, the business trend to
Richmond came to the conclusion
ward “total” information makes the
Ninety-five per cent of the compa
that dissatisfaction with the results
nies that were very dissatisfied with
company believe that commercial
often stemmed from deficiencies on
applications for the 6600 and the
their consultants did not even
much more powerful new 6800 are
the part of the users of the con
bother to try out the recommenda
sulting services. In their report on
not too far off.
tions; they rejected them out of

January-February,
1965
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by eGrove, 1965
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Computer Specialists Forecast Bright World Ahead
But Criticize Management Use of Equipment Today

Every baby assigned a number
at birth that will follow him through
life oper
Adding machines that will
ate at verbal directionTypewriters that will not only
type letters directly from dictation,
correcting grammar, spelling, and
punctuation as they go, but can
also, at the flick of a switch, take
dictation in English, and produce a
perfect letter in French—
This is the shape of things to
come, according to Al Zipf, senior
vice president, Bank of America,
and one of the nation’s leading au
tomation experts. Furthermore,
such developments will come be
fore the end of the century, some
time between 1980 and 2000.
Speaking to the Long Beach Ro
tary Club, he predicted a future
world of thinking and decision mak
ing computers which would make
the machines available today seem
primitive.
The automation challenge

industrial revolution,” the comput
er revolution, has so far been the
most wasteful in all history.
Wasted potential

Dr. Robinson, who heads a major
computer services and applied re
search company, said that many
data processors in use today were
installed for the wrong reasons or
are being operated inefficiently.
Much of the potential of the “steam
engine” of the new revolution is
wasted because many business exec
utives have not yet realized that
the value of computers doesn’t lie
in the number of machines installed
or their speed in calculation but in
operational results.
Noting that many computers have
been installed for the wrong rea
sons, he said that the most common
of these reasons were a desire for
prestige, bad technical advice, ig
norance of the total costs involved
in a computer conversion, and highpowered salesmanship by machine
manufacturers.
In the future, Dr. Robinson be
lieves, there will be much more em
phasis on the use of giant computer
centers, operating around the clock,
and serving a large number of cus
tomers. (See p. 12.) Such develop
ments as multiprocessing, time
sharing, and improvements in com
munications equipment all point in
this direction, he said.

Automation should be accepted
a challenge, he said.
“We must be realistic about the
problems posed by automation,” he
continued. “The ostrich position
will avail us naught. Automation
will require large-scale rethinking
and revamping of the value systems,
both social and economic arrange
ments.”
Estimating that there are about
20,000 computers in action in the
United States today, Mr. Zipf said
Computer Manufacturers
that perhaps only a third of the
firms employing them have re
Issue Reference Books
ceived significant benefits from
Consultants,
executives,
and
their use. This he attributed to poor
planning and participation by com
others interested in acquiring basic
pany managements.
computer know-how can get some
This view of corporate misman
help from a collection of reference
agement was sounded on the East
books recently published by manu
Coast, too, when Dr. Herbert W.
facturers.
Robinson, president of C-E-I-R,
Burroughs Corporation has just
Inc., told the New York Society of
issued what it says is the industry’s
Security Analysts that the “second
first comprehensive manual on how
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss1/10
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to organize and control a commer
cial data processing center. The 200page volume, called Service Cen
ters: Organization and Control,
does not attempt to present infor
mation on computer applications.
Instead, it concentrates on the busi
ness management of a service bu
reau, with advice on organization,
operations, quality control, price
estimating, internal controls, and
personnel development. Priced at
$15, it can be obtained from Bur
roughs Corporation, 6071 Second
Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48232.
An 86-page glossary of EDP and
communications terminology has
been published by the electronic
data processing division of Honey
well, Inc. The book contains de
tailed definitions of more than 3,500
terms now in use in the industry, in
cluding several hundred relating
to data communications. Definitions
proposed by the American Stand
ards Association are used where
available. The publication, which
also contains a standard template
description for flow charting, a
binary extension table, and an octal
decimal conversion table, is priced
at $1 a copy.
Honeywell is offering without
charge a 16-page booklet, Opera
tions Research for the Executive,
which attempts to explain such OR
techniques as linear and dynamic
programing, queueing and game
theory, statistical analysis, and simu
lation in terms understandable to
the businessman. Both Honeywell
publications are distributed by the
Information Services Department,
Honeywell EDP, 60 Walnut Street,
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.
A paper explaining how to use
PERT/Cost for scheduling and cost
control of complex projects is being
offered, without charge, by Auto
mated Information Management
Systems, Inc., 690 North Sepulveda
Boulevard, El Segundo, California.
The paper, Pert/Cost:
New Ap
proach to Financial Management,
by J. Howard Sturman, financial
systems analyst, was originally pre
sented at a seminar of the Los An
geles chapter of the American In
stitute of Industrial Engineers.
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TAKE VALUABLE
EXECUTIVE TIME
OUT OF
SIGNING-SAFELY

The United States Department of Commerce's new tool for business fore
casters, input-output tables showing how each industry's sales are divided
among 85 other industries, was published in
November issue of Survey
of Current Business. By using the grid pictured above a businessman can tell
what percentage of another industry's purchases his industry receives and thus
calculate the effect on his sales of a major change in steel or automobile pro
duction, for example. Current tables are based on 1958 data.

WITH A

CUMMINS
AUTOMATIC
CHECK SIGNER
look at the advantages:

Commerce Department Prepares Input-Output Tables
For 86 Industries to Aid Their Sales Forecasting

Just

The obvious truism that sales
forecasts have meaning only if
events outside the company remain
stable follow a predictable course
finds recognition in a new business
aid recently made available to busi
ness for the first time by the United
States Department of Commerce.
The new tool is a set of tables
showing the “input-output” rela
tionships for 86 industries. The
tables, which show how each in
dustry’s sales and purchasing dol
lars are divided among the other
industries, are designed
help
forecasters calculate the impact of
a major change in the demand for
the products of any of these in
dustries.
A billion-dollar increase in the
defense budget for manned aircraft,
for example, would require neces
sary purchases of a certain dollar
amount of steel. Such an increase
in purchases of steel would in turn
require an increase in purchases of
all the necessary components and
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services used in producing steel.
Thus, by proper use of the tables,
any industry presumably should be
able to work out the effects within
group of any major shift
markets.
The tables are made up of a grid
86 rows and 86 columns. Thus,
each company falling in one of the
86 categories can see precisely what
dollar allotment of each of the other
85 industries’ expenditures
in
dustry receives.
The tables were published
the
November issue of the Commerce
Department’s statistical review, Sur
vey of Current Business. Data on
which they are based were gathered
for 1958; more recent figures are not
yet ready. Forecasters will have to
figure out for themselves how the
inter-industry relationships have
changed since then. To keep the
tables from falling too far behind,
Commerce plans to update them
every few years.
Another obvious drawback

• New Accur-Matic Feed sets new
standards of feeding accuracy.
• Signs up to 400 Checks per minute.
• Automatic inking gives perfect, al
ways uniform, signatures—the most
effective deterrent to forgery. • No ex
pensive ribbons that cause varying
intensities of impressions. • Maxi
mum Security, tubular-key locks pre
vent unauthorized use. • All impres
sions are registered on locked counting
meter. • Simultaneous dating and
amount protecting available if desired.
• Automatically feeds, signs, dates,
protects and stacks checks in se
quence. • Paid up $25,000 insurance
policy protects against loss. • Signa
ture dies and dates easily changed.
With a Cummins signer, the signing
executive can delegate the signing op
eration without relinquishing control
—can use a portion of the time saved
to actually scrutinize the checks and
supporting documents before allowing
them to be distributed or mailed.
No other signing device has all of
these advantages—no other will pay
for itself so soon or keep
on doing so for so long.
Write for free folder “We
Take The Time Out of
Signing—Safely.” (Mod
els for Signing Smaller
Volumes also available)
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the Commerce
Department
tables:
More Use of Cash Rather Than Fringes, Deferrals
Eighty-six categories is a very
Seen as Major Trend in Executive Compensation
rough breakdown for the nation’s
industries. However, the National
Planning Association is now pre
paring a breakdown based on 400
Cash will replace stock options,
ing to Mr. Patton, there has been a
industries, which will be a refine
deferred income, fringe benefits,
tendency to give junior manage
ment of the 86 categories included
and other non-cash compensation
ment the same type of compensa
in the Commerce Department re
devices as the favorite means of ex
tion plan favored by top manage
port.
ecutive pay for the rest of the 1960s,
ment, even though younger execu
Arch Patton, director of McKinsey
tives usually have more need for
& Company, Inc., predicts in the
cash.
Harvard Business Review.
More companies will organize
U. S. Government Shifts
Recent legislation is partly re
compensation administration so that
sponsible for this trend. New restric
it is all under a single executive. Di
To Computer Ownership
tions on stock options have made
vided responsibility, Mr. Patton
big capital gains harder
achieve.
thinks, leads to inequities and incon
By the middle of this year, the
The $50,000 ceiling on companysistencies.
Federal Government will own,
paid life insurance has increased
Finally, “because of the growing
rather than rent, 46 per cent of the
top executives’ need for cash. And
emphasis on short-term rather than
computers it has in service. This
lower income tax rates have made
long-term executive performance,
contrasts with an ownership figure
cash more attractive.
the need for vastly improved tech
of 15 per cent in 1962.
niques for judging how well indi
The Government has about 1,770
viduals do their work will grow in
computers in use now, and by June
Appeal of cash
creasingly apparent to manage
30 is expected to have nearly two
ment.
”
A
more
important
influence,
how
thousand in use.
ever,
according
to
Mr.
Patton,
is
a
The switchover from rental to
growing realization in industry that
ownership of computers has fol
deferred
income just doesn’t carry
lowed General Accounting Office
ICC to Test Application
the
same
incentive as cash, except
charges that the Federal establish
for very highly paid executives who
Of Management Methods
ment was wasting about $100 mil
are
close
to
retirement.
lion a year because it rented com
A year-long study to determine
Pension, savings, deferred-com
puters rather than purchased them.
the
feasibility of using operations
pensation insurance, and other pro
Pressure has been intensified by
research,
management sciences, and
grams are “too remote in time to in
Senator Paul Douglas’ (Dem., Ill.)
automatic
data processing technol
ject much motivational adrenalin
charges that IBM, supplier of more
ogy
to
advance
the decision making
into the average executive,” Mr.
than 50 per cent of the Govern
process
in
Government
regulatory
Patton
“In my judgment, what
ment’s machines, charges a “very
agencies
has
been
approved
by the
is considered a ‘reasonable’ execu
high rental.” The Government Op
Bureau
of
the
Budget.
tive fringe-benefit program in the
erations Committee, under Senator
The Interstate Commerce Com
late 1960s will be relatively less
John McClellan (Dem., Ark.) will
mission will participate in the
hold hearings early this year on the
costly, a per cent of total compen
study, which will be conducted by
whole question of rental vs. pur
sation, than it is today. . . . With the
Pennsylvania Research Associates,
chase.
fringes costing industry as much
Inc., Philadelphia. The study will
Those opposed to purchase argue
30 per cent to 40 per cent of payroll
investigate the possibility of pro
that it will eventually leave the
in some cases, even modest percent
viding quicker and broader anal
Government with a host of obsolete
age savings . . . yield big dollar sav
yses of testimony and information
computers.
ings.”
needed for formal decisions in in
possible solution has been pro
dividual cases, with the aim of re
posed by the General Services Ad
Other changes
ministration. The GSA is now circu
lieving the decision maker of de
larizing all governmental agencies
tailed work and giving him more
Mr. Patton also listed other im
so that units that do not now have
time and more information for anal
provements in executive compensa
a computer but could justify one
ysis and judgment.
tion administration that he thinks
may buy it second-hand from a
lie ahead:
Commission rate proceedings will
bureau needing a newer or more
Compensation plans will become
be the first area studied.
powerful model. Prospects of sales
more complex, with different means
Objectives of the study:
to private business have not proved
of compensation for different levels
To accelerate the decision mak
bright.
of management. In the past, accord
ing process
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To develop decisional
criteria to
Need for Modernization
VISUAL
provide guides in the decision
Of
Aging
Industrial
Plant
making process
To increase capability to evaluate
CONTROL
Shown by MAPI Survey
probable results of alternative de
cisions
Despite heavy business capital
To make available,
readily
spending on both expansion and
digestible form, the data and testi
modernization in recent years, the
mony in individual cases
average age
industrial plants to
To retrieve precedent decisions,
day is substantially higher than it
related substantive and case law,
was before the depression
the
and other information contained in
1930s, and that of equipment is
about the same
it was then.
Commission records
MAGNETS MOVE FASTEST-AND EASIEST-OF
To increase efficiency in the man
These are the findings
a study
SIMPLEST VISUAL CONTROL FOR
aging
proceedings through ad
recently completed by the Machin
Sales • Production • Personnel
vanced information indexing and
ery and Allied Products Institute.
Maintenance • Machine Loading • Scheduling
MAPI computed the average ages
handling techniques
Charts • Visual Presentations • Graphs
To assist regulatory agencies in
business structures and of equip
Data Processing • PERT
maintaining consistency ALL!deci
ment separately—and found signifi
COLORFUL MAGNETIC ELEMENTS
cant differences in their patterns.
sions.
ORGANIZE FOR ACTION
The average age of plant rose
Principles evolved through the
SHOW FACTS INSTANTLY
Price List &
ELIMINATE MISTAKES
Brochure MGMT-1
steadily from about 20 years in 1930
ICC study will be offered for ap
GET THE JOB DONE
Priced From
to more than 27 years at the end
plication to other Government reg
of World War II. With the post
ulatory agencies.
war construction boom, it declined
On Request
Magnetic Elements
until 1957 and since then has re
L&N Uses Railroad Coach mained fairly stable at about 24
years.
37 Willow Ave., Staten Island, N. Y. 10305
The average for equipment rose
To Teach EDP System
from around 9.5 years in 1930 to a
A “traveling classroom,” passen
peak of 11.3 years in the mid-Thir
ger coach 1050, is being used by
ties, then dropped after the war to
Protect Your Copies of
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
a low of about 8.5 years. In the
to train employees in 27 yard of
early 1950s, however, it began to
fices and nine division headquarters
rise again. Since 1962 it has been
in 13 states which will be transmit
virtually unchanged at about 9.6
ting data to the main office
years.
Louisville next year for electronic
data processing.
BINDERS—A special binder is avail
Depression, war effects
The coach, christened 1050
able to protect your copies of Manage
ment Services. Sturdily constructed and
The greater age of plant, MAPI
honor of the IBM 1050 Tele-proc
attractively labeled, the binder will hold
suggests, reflects both the longer
essing system it houses, has a simu
up to six issues which may be removed
lives of structures and the continu
lated yard office at one end and a
$3.00
and replaced easily.
ing effect of the Depression and
division office at the other. It will
wartime construction slowdown.
thus be able to reproduce all opera
BOUND VOLUMES—This issue of
Equipment, which has a much
tions that must be performed in
Management Services completes Volume
shorter life, is no longer being af
field offices outside Louisville.
I which subscribers
now wish to
fected by Depression and wartime
The first field installations of the
have permanently bound for reference
Tele-processing system will be
abnormalities. More than 90 per
purposes. The first six issues will be at
tractively bound in tan buckram with
cent of equipment is now of post
made this month. By the end
the
yellow labels bearing the title of the
war vintage, which has permitted
year, the Louisville & Nashville ex
magazine, volume number and dates.
the “normalization”
the average
pects that the network will be com
Prices are as follows:
attained age.
plete.
$3.50
IF YOU SUPPLY MAGAZINES
These figures, according to MAPI,
Immediate uses will include
$11.00
IF
WE
SUPPLY
MAGAZINES
show
that
there
is
plenty
of
oppor
transmission of information on train
tunity for an increase in capital
composition, interchanges, shop car
spending if economic conditions
reports, departures and arrivals
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CPAs
from local industries, and car ac
prove suitable. The amount
666 5T1I AVE.
NEW, YORK, N. Y. 10019
counting.
equipment over ten years of age has

MAGNETIC

$3800

FREE

Methods Research Corp.

MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
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doubled inManagement
the past decade
andA is
Purchasing Study Shows Small Manufacturers Lack
still rising, “indicating rapidly rising
Data Necessary for Scientific Inventory Management
replacement requirements.”
Over the past five years, MAPI
reports, the proportion of plant less
purchasing and production activi
Economic order quantity and
than ten years old and the propor
ties.
other
standard
inventory
formulas
tion of equipment under five years
To improve their purchasing, the
would
be
lost
on
most
small
manu
of age have been fairly stable. The
report
recommends, small manufac
facturers,
a
Small
Business
Admin
current rate of capital expenditure
turers
should pay special attention
istration
survey
indicates.
is sufficient to maintain the present

to
these
eight areas: organization
Seventy-two
per
cent
of
the
com
average ages of both plant and
and
procedures;
delegation of au
panies
surveyed
do
not
know
their
equipment but not to change them
thority
and
responsibility;
prepara
average
annual
cost
of
carrying
in
appreciably.
tion
of
a
purchasing
manual;
use
ventories,
and
75
per
cent
do
not
The moral, MAPI concludes, “is
budgets;
economic
order
quanti
know
their
average
cost
for
issuing
clear. If the United States wants
ties; costs of operating the purchas
a purchase order. Without this in
further to ‘freshen up’
stock of
ing
department, carrying inven
formation,
formulas
for
determining
plant and equipment... it will have
tories,
and handling purchase or
order quantities and inventory lev
to step up
rate of installation.”
ders;
cost
reduction studies; and
els cannot be used.
measurement
of the performance of
Information for the research
the purchasing function.
study, How Small Manufacturers
Remote Computer Usage
Buy, by Tamlin K. Lindsay, assist
ant professor
marketing, School
Offered on Hourly Rate
Large Companies Find
of Business Administration, Univer
sity of Connecticut, was gathered
A few years ago the concept of
Group Executive Useful
from
604 small manufacturers, most
multiple users sharing central com
of them located in New England,
puter facilities, or treating com
Multi-unit diversified companies
and from 60 large companies that
puters, in effect,
public utilities,
are making increasing use of the
sell to small manufacturers.
was advanced as a possibility for
position of group executive as a
the remote future.
coordinating and control device.
Last year that concept began to
All of the 32 large companies re
Importance of purchasing
be realized at MIT, and last month
cently surveyed by a University of
Purchasing is an important func
IBM announced that 40 cities
Texas research group have found
tion in these small companies. Many
across the country would be tied
it effective in reducing the load on
spend more than half their sales dol
into a giant 7040 computer in New
the chief executive.
lars for purchases; 20 per cent, more
York this spring.
The group executive is inserted
than three-fourths. In 60 per cent of
Participants will send in queries
into the organization structure be
the companies the purchasing de
from consoles in their own offices
tween the president and the heads
partment takes part in planning
via telephone lines. Since all large
of product divisions. Each super
over-all company policies.
computers have much greater in
vises two or more divisions that are
Even so, the survey showed, the
ternal operating speeds than the
related in terms of production,
small manufacturers are weak on
fastest input and output equipment,
technology, or markets served. As
both information and systems. Only
an internal switching program in
a result, Joseph K. Bailey and Rob
22 per cent use a master budget
the central processor makes it pos
ert
Maddox report in Business
to control company operations; only
sible to handle a number of differ
Horizons, the number of executives
10 per cent use a materials budget;
ent programs almost simultane
reporting directly to the president
and only 5 per cent use a purchasing
ously. At least the speed is so great
and/or executive vice president is
department budget. Only a few
that, to the human users, the pro
reduced, on the average, from
have cost data on purchasing de
grams appear to be operating si
twenty to three or four.
partment operations, and most
multaneously.
If the group executive merely
these know only the direct costs.
Clients can “dial” the computer,
takes on some of the top man’s re
Only 8 per cent use manuals.
place their queries via console key
sponsibilities, there is no reason for
board, and get their answers
this change to lead to more cen
through a printing mechanism in
tralization of authority. In practice,
Cost reduction
their office. They will be charged
however, more centralization seems
only for the time used, at a rate of
Only 19 per cent of the manufac
to result. In nearly one-third of the
about $10 an hour. First applica
turers have cost reduction pro
companies, the group executives
tions will be on engineering prob
grams, although those who do have
have some of the authority formerly
lems.
achieved substantial savings in their
vested in the division heads.
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DECISION TABLES
These devices for representing a procedure or system
are useful in analyzing decision alternatives and in
communicating decision rules operating personnel.
This article tells how to construct and use them.
by James I. Morgan
The Dow Chemical Company

their attempts to make busi
ness decisions more scientific
management analysts have devel
oped a variety of new descriptive
and prescriptive tools and  ap
proaches. Terms such as decision
maker, decision theory, decision
rule, decision function, decision
diagram, decision matrix, decision
tree, and decision table are becom
ing increasingly common.
The rapid development of this
“decisionitis” has left many business
men skeptical as to whether these
terms refer to something practical or

I
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just to some more fancy gimmicks.
Some are skeptical because of their
feeling that the decision process is
so complex that it cannot be ex
plained by simple terms or analyti
cal procedures. A few managers
have opposed these new approaches
because of a feeling that automat
ing the decision making process
will obviate the need for manage
ment.
Experience to date indicates that
these new tools and approaches are
finding practical application, that
they are not passing fancies, and

that they will remain on the busi
ness scene. Potentially one of the
most useful, and least publicized,
of these new aids is the decision
table. This article discusses the con
cept, structure, and synthesis of de
cision tables and describes some
the ways in which they can be used
in management.
Definition

A decision table may be either
an action or a result table. Basi
cally, an action table is a compact
13 15
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Decision tables are not limited to computer uses. . . .

representation of a procedure or
system
which alternative courses
of action are specified for various
combinations of conditions. The
table states what action (decision)
should be taken for a given com
bination of conditions. This action
(which actually may be several ac
tions) is a decision rule which
basically states that if such and
such happens then this and this
should be done. This type of deci
sion table may be viewed
an or
ganized set of decision rules de
signed to tell what to do for given
circumstances. The doing might be
done by a person
part of some
system or procedure or by a com
puter as part of a routine. The
table can even specify which per
son is supposed to execute the
action.
The result type of table is similar
except that numerical results are
specified for given combinations of
conditions and/or actions. The re
sult might be a cost, mileage, or
physical property. This type
table is often helpful in evaluating
which decision or action is better
which circumstances.
In its simpler forms the decision
table is not new. One of the best
known, and least popular, exam
ples is the table from which we
compute our income tax. This table
gives the tax, or a rule for calculat
ing it, for certain conditions of in
come and exemptions. A price
schedule which relates unit price
to quantity ordered is another fre-

quently used decision table. Many
other common examples might be
cited of tables in which a result or
action is given for certain condi
tions.
A more general form of decision
table has come into use within the
last few years. The impetus for
development has been the need for
designing, communicating, and un
derstanding complex control sys
tems that have been programed for
electronic computers. Although es
pecially advantageous for explain
ing decision procedures for com
puter systems, decision tables are by
no means limited to computer uses.
Inventory control

As an example of this new form
of decision table, let us look at an
inventory control situation. We
have a case where inventory re
plenishment is made on the basis
of the relationship
available in
ventory to a specified reorder point.
We use the decision procedure:

If inventory is less than or
equal to the reorder point,
then order a replenish
ment. Otherwise, don’t or
der.
The procedure can be expressed
more succinctly:

If inventory
reorder
point, then order. Other
wise, don’t order.

Basically, we have a decision situ
ation based upon one condition
(the inventory level). Two alter
native courses of action (order or
don’t order) and two decision rules
(based on a “yes” or “no” answer
to the condition relationship) are
available. The action taken depends
upon the condition. The condition
states a relationship. The action
states a command.
An alternative way of expressing
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss1/10
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our decision procedure is given by
Exhibit 1 on page 16. This is a
simple decision table. It is not nec
essarily more desirable than the
narrative description given above.
Its desirability would increase, how
ever, if we were to add more con
ditions and actions.
The table has four principal parts
shown:
CONDITION STUB
ACTION STUB

CONDITION ENTRIES
ACTION ENTRIES

We separated the four parts by
double lines in our illustration. The
table defines and separates the con
ditions and the actions. In prac
tice, it would not be necessary to
use the headings for each stub.
Each row is a condition or action.
Each column is a decision rule
or course of action. In decision ta
ble terminology, a decision rule is
a vertical combination of condi
tions and actions. The condition
entries are yes or no. (In more
complicated tables, there may not be
a condition entry in each square.
If so, the condition is not signifi
cant and is therefore ignored.) An
action entry is a check whenever
the action is to be executed. If
the condition entries in a column
are satisfied, then the actions
checked are effected.
Let’s complicate our situation
slightly. Suppose that we will order
only under two combinations
conditions: (1) if the inventory is
less than or equal to the reorder
point and the production plant is
currently making the item, (2) if
the inventory is less than a special
critical point which is less than
the reorder point. We now have
three conditions: inventory in re
lation to the reorder point, inven
tory in relation to the critical point,
and the existence of current pro
duction. As before, we have two
actions, order and don’t order.
Our decision table might look
16
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like Exhibit 2 on page 16. Some
simplifications have been made to
avoid unnecessary writing. We now
have four decision rules. There is
no required reason for putting
 the
rules in the order given. The given
Rule 4 could have been Rule 1,
and so forth. In practice, it is pref
erable to put the most common
situation first. For instance, if the
inventory were more likely to be
above the reorder point, then the
given Rule 4 would be made Rule
1. Thus, in checking which rule
to execute we would come to this
rule, and if it were applicable we
would not need to try the other rules.
In this particular case, the or
der of the conditions or the ac
tions is not of major importance as
far as simplifying the table is con
cerned. In general, it is preferable
to put the most sensitive condition
first.
Testing all circumstances

Of prime importance is whether
or not we have evaluated all the
possible rules. To check, we need
to know how many conceivable
rules there are.
We have three conditions which
can have either a yes or a no state.
The conceivable number of rules
is thus 23 or 8. (A general formula
is 2C where c is the number of con
ditions.) If we were to evaluate
all eight eventualities we would get
Exhibit 3 on page 16.
We note that whenever we have
a no answer to the first condition,
we have the same action. Hence,
the first condition is the significant
If the inventory is greater than
the reorder point, it doesn’t make
any difference whether there is a
current production run or how the
inventory compares to the critical
point. Thus, we really need only
one rule. Hence Rules 5 to 8 in
Exhibit 3 can be replaced by Rule
4 of the previous table. Similarly,
if the inventory is less than or
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equal to the reorder point and there
is a production run, then the criti
cal point comparison is immaterial,
and Rules 1 and
can be com
bined. Thus the eight conceivable
rules have been reduced to four.
If we apply some logic, we note
also that Rules 5 and cover im
possible circumstances. Since the
critical level is less than the reorder
point, the inventory cannot be
above the reorder point and less
than the critical point.
This evaluating of all conceiv
able circumstances is important in
many cases. It is a check to see
that a possible situation is not over
looked and that there is a course
of action for each situation. (The
action might be to call the boss or
to go out of business, but it still
must be specified in the table.) One
of the key advantages of construct
ing decision tables is that omis
sions, inconsistencies, and unfore
seen circumstances can be discov
ered.
If the number of conditions were
large, it might be difficult to evalu
ate all possible circumstances. For
instance, if there were ten condi
tions, there could be 1,024 possi
bilities. Generally, however, it is
possible to find situations where a
given answer to one condition will
specify a course of action that is
not influenced by the answers to
the other conditions. Also, as in
our example, there may be combi
nations of conditions which may
be illogical because of physical,
mathematical, or other impossibili
ties.
Identifying all conceivable con
ditions is a major job in construct
ing a table—and also in designing
a system. Generally, it is not prac
tical to include all possible condi
tions. There are almost always
cases with infinitesimally small
probabilities of occurrence. How
ever, while it is desirable to keep
the number of conditions to a min
imum, care must be taken to in

clude all conditions that will sig
nificantly affect the decision made.
Other forms

The decision table of the ex
ample might also have been writ
ten in the form of Exhibit 4 on
page 17. This table tells us that if
one of the two combinations of
conditions holds, we order. Other
wise, we don’t.
The example could also be writ
ten as Exhibit 5 on page 17. Here
we have included relationships in
our condition entries and com
mands in our action entries. If
all the entries were relationships or
commands, then we would have
an extended entry table as con
trasted to the limited entry table
given previously. A limited entry
table has only yes, no, and exe
cute entries. We have a mixed en
try table here because there are
relationships and commands and
also yes or no and execution state
ments for entries.
The particular form used de
pends upon the preference of the
table developer. Ease of under
standing should be a major con
sideration. Except for a few funda
mentals, the rules for constructing
decision tables are not too explicit.
The
of the developer, the situ
ation which the table describes,
and the use to which the table is
put are factors that influence the
table’s structure. The important
thing is that the table be easily
read.
A more complicated example

So far we have discussed only
relatively simple situations. If there
were other conditions that influ
enced our course of action, then
they should be included. Some ad
ditional conditions might be these:
1. Were there sales in the last
month?
2. Does the sales department feel
1517
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EXHIBIT 2

EXHIBIT I

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS

INVENTORY DECISION TABLE

EXHIBIT 3
ALL POSSIBLE RULES

the product will continue selling?
3. Is the item highly profitable?
Inclusion of these conditions might
give the decision procedure illus
trated by Exhibit 6 on page 17.
Relational symbolism

The conditional statements are
relationships. As a result, a deci
sion table can be simplified by us
ing symbols representing relation
ships. An example is the symbol
to stand for less than or equal.
Other commonly used symbols are:
= equal
is not equal
≥ greater than or equal
> strictly greater than
< strictly less than
Further simplification can be
achieved by use of the set-theoretic
symbols U and ∩, which stand for
intersection and union, respectively.
The former indicates that both
events must happen. The latter in
dicates that one or the other must
happen. For example, with cur
rent production run fl profit

able item, a yes answer indicates
that there is a current production
run and the item is profitable. With
current production run U profit
able item, a yes indicates that
either there is a current produc
tion run or the item is profitable.
Both events may be true, but at
least one of them must be true be
fore the yes answer is valid. Using
these symbols, we can shorten the
table of Exhibit 6 to get Exhibit 7
on page 17.
Further applications

This inventory control example
is just one of many uses to which
decision tables have been and
could be put. Exhibit 8 on page 17
is an example of a table used in
the handling of customer orders.
Here we have combined the order
handling with our previous inven
tory replenishment example. Such
a combination would be used with
a transaction inventory control sys
tem.
In the area of economic analysis,
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decision trees and decision matrices
have been used by many to help
define decision alternatives and
consequences.1 Just as there is some
interchangeability in the use
de
cision trees and decision matrices,
there is some interchangeability of
tables, trees, and matrices.
Of particular interest to account
ants is the expression of a tax
schedule by a decision table such
as Exhibit 9 on page 17. This ex
ample is hypothetical, but more
realistic situations can be expressed
by decision tables. Other examples
include take-home pay determina
tion, handling of airline reserva
tions, listing insurance rate sched
ules, listing product specifications
for given customer requirements,
listing of quantities to buy of dif
ferent materials at various prices,
1For example, see John F. Magee, De
cision Trees for Decision Making,” Har
vard Business Review, July-Aug., 1964,
pp. 126-138. Also, James I. Morgan,
Questions for Solving the Inventory
Problem,” Harvard Business Review,
July-Aug., 1963, pp. 95-110.
18
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EXHIBIT 4

EXHIBIT 5

SIMPLIFIED FORM

MIXED ENTRY TABLE

EXHIBIT 6

EXHIBIT 7

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS

USE OF SYMBOLISM

EXHIBIT 9
EXHIBIT 8
PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING CUSTOMER ORDERS

determining transportation cost
schedules, credit rating determi
nations, maintenance procedures,
medical diagnoses, and so on.
Strategies for games of chance

can be set up as decision tables.
As an exercise, the bridge player
might set up his own strategy, or
Goren’s, as a decision table. He
would soon be impressed with the
need for defining the significant
conditions and also would be able
to discover the situations about
which the experts are "silent.”
January-February, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965

TAX SCHEDULE FOR CASE WHEN THERE CAN BE
INDEFINITE CARRYOVER OF OPERATING LOSSES

Such an exercise would undoubt
edly improve his bridge game just
as the development of decision ta
bles in business situations often
helps to improve business opera
tions.
Fundamental requirement

The use of decision tables de
pends upon some kind of logical
procedure for arriving at the ac
tions or results. In many cases, the
actions or results may be based on

definitions, laws, mathematical for
mulas, or experiences. In other
cases, they may be based on poli
cies or subjective reasoning. For
some situations, they may be based
upon some “best” procedure de
termined by an objective analysis.
Unless such a procedure can be de
termined, a decision table cannot
be developed.
Decision tables are but one way
of expressing a system or pro
cedure. We could take the table
of Exhibit 6 or Exhibit 7 and ex-
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EXHIBIT 10
FLOW DIAGRAM

press it in words. It might, how
ever, take a page of writing to ex
press it adequately. Even then
some ambiguity might be present.
A decision table has the advantage
over the narrative in its concise
ness and its precision. The table
allows easier visualization of rela
tionships and alternatives. Further
more, with the table, it is easier
to see that we have covered all
eventualities.
Other means of expression are
flow and block diagrams. These
have been used extensively by com
puter programers. Exhibit 10 on
this page is an example. Depend
ing upon the use and the person’s
familiarity with them, these dia
grams may or may not be easier to
read and use than decision tables.
They are harder to draw neatly
and are not
compact. They are
generally harder to modify than de
cision tables. With a decision table,
it is easier to trace results for a
given set of conditions.
For a complicated system, it is
generally helpful to have both flow
diagrams and decision tables. One
can often be a valuable check on
the other. With more complicated
systems, more than one decision
table may be required. The tables

are connected by use of “Go to
. .
executions. With complex
systems, flow diagrams can help to
show the interconnections among
decision tables. The flow diagrams
can give the generalizations, leav
ing the details to the decision ta
bles.
Advantages

A main value of decision tables
is their use as a communication
tool. An analyst or engineer can
design a system, express it as a
table (or tables), and then use the
same table to explain the system
to a computer programer, an in
ventory scheduler, a manager, or
another analyst. A decision table
gives them all a common language
that is precise and less likely to be
misinterpreted.
To the analyst, decision tables
are extremely valuable in helping
to think through a problem. They
aid in defining relationships and
actions. They are an easy and con
cise way to present a solution to a
problem and to document and im
plement a system.
For the programer, tables are an
aid in coding computer programs
with a minimum of misunderstand
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ing and further analytical work.
Some high-level computer lan
guages are under development
which will have special instructions
for handling decision tables.
To managers and users, tables
are effective means of understand
ing, checking, and modifying a pro
posed system. For the users, tables
are an explicit, easy-to-use
To date, the use of decision ta
bles has been in areas where there
are a relatively small number of
well-defined possible combinations
of conditions and where logical de
cision procedures can be deter
mined. Within these areas, decision
tables have been an important tool
in making more effective decisions.
In some cases they have been a
factor in “automating” decision
procedures. Further use will de
pend upon man’s ability to interre
late logic with the need for choos
ing alternative courses of action.
For the manager who is concerned
about being put out of a job by a
computer system based on decision
tables, it should come as some sol
ace to learn that business appears
to be growing more complex at a
faster rate than man’s ability to
comprehend it by decision tables
or other means.
Management Services
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An Orientation Article—

Budgeting is—or should be—a control, not an ex
ercise. However, it must be a company-wide effort,
there must be a clear understanding of who is to do
what, and there must be clear definition of authority—

THE ESSENCE OF BUDGETARY CONTROL
by Maurice S. Newman
Haskins & Sells

should understand if budgeting is
budgetary control
must be based on the business
to be a control rather than an exer
and its problems. Accountants cise.
Budgetary control reaches into
sometimes have a tendency to get
all phases of the organization and
overly involved in the technical as
operation of the business. It is not
pects of preparing the annual prof
it plan and lose sight of what they
easy to do a worthwhile budgeting
job. In many companies it is a high
should really be trying to do. Not
that the technical aspects are not
ly complex process.
Properly done, budgeting is a
important. They have their place
and are a considerable part of what
MAURICE S. NEWMAN,
the accountant can contribute to
CPA, is a partner in the
budgetary control. As a member
executive office of Has
the management team, however,
kins & Sells in New York
City. He formerly di
the accountant has an educational
rected its management
role that is almost as important as
services activities in San
his technical role. He can do much
Francisco and then in
Chicago. He also has
to help the group understand the
been
consultant for
philosophy necessary to make budg
Cresap, McCormick & Paget. Many of his
etary control an effective manage
articles have appeared in leading account
ing and business publications. Mr. Newman
ment control tool. The purpose of
is
member of the American Management
this article is to summarize the
Association and the National Association of
basic concepts that every manager
Accountants.
ffective
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highly effective instrument of in
ternal control. The degree
con
trol is certainly greater where there
is an organized system of account
ability for results. Under such a
system people must do more than
approve expenditures. They must
do more than take other actions af
fecting the business position. They
must also account for the results
their actions in some formal and
organized way.
It does not necessarily follow,
however, that merely because a
company has what it calls a budget
system the internal control is better
than it would be otherwise. A com
pany may go through certain pro
cedures and prepare certain reports
that are collectively described as
budgetary control. The so-called
system may be nothing more than
a rough forecast not intended to
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In a complex operation, no one person can be responsible for budgetary control. . . .

control. It may be too loosely con
stituted to provide an effective basis
of control
Plan vs. chance

all
What is a company attempting
to do when it employs budgetary
control? Fundamentally, it is at
tempting to make better decisions
and to make them more promptly.
It is seeking to conserve the time,
and thus improve the effectiveness,
of the important people in the busi
ness.
There are two ways to run a busi
ness: by plan and by chance. The
first way, management appraises
the situation and the problems of
the business at appropriate inter
vals. It decides what it is going to
do and reviews the performance. It
revises its decisions if unexpected
developments occur. This way,
management is always on top of
the situation. It knows, and the or
ganization knows, where the busi
ness is trying to go and how it plans
to get there. The whole posture
the organization inclines forward.
Future conditions and problems are
anticipated insofar
this can be
done. People are given definite
goals to strive for. This is very dif
ferent from saying, “Try hard and

do the very best you possibly can.”
In a complex operation
this
takes a lot of thinking and a lot of
time. No one person or small group
of persons can do it all. No one per
can acquire the knowledge, in
fine detail, of all the factors enter
ing into the many decisions. It takes
an organization-wide effort to gath
er the facts, weigh the probabilities,
and reach a judgment. To a certain
extent, people must rely on each
other—there is no other way.
This, in essence, is budgetary
control. Underlying everything
there obviously must be a clear un
derstanding of who is to do what.
There must be some ground rules
on how various things are to be
done. This is an area of organiza
tion planning and policy with
which we are not concerned at this
time. We should keep in mind, how
ever, that we cannot have effective
budgetary control unless authority
and responsibility in the organiza
tion structure are clearly defined.
Two tests for effectiveness

There are two tests that deter
mine the relative effectiveness of a
budget system. The first is sensitiv
ity; the second, reaction time. As to
sensitivity, the test is this: How
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quickly, and how thoroughly, are
changes from anticipated results
detected, diagnosed, and reported
to the people who should do some
thing about them? For example,
once a month may be too late to
find out what is happening to sales;
once a week may be too late to fol
low up on a new production proc
ess. On the other hand, every two
or three months may be often
enough to take a close look at re
search projects. The system should
not only tell us what we need to
know, but also—and this is impor
tant—when we need to know, to
make timely decisions.
As to reaction time, the questions
are these: How adequate is the in
formation system, and how much
flexibility does it have for measur
ing the effects of alternative deci
sions? Do we have the means of
finding out promptly the things that
are going on? Are we able to decide
quickly what, if anything, should
be done about them? For example,
can we find out—sometimes in a
hurry—what will be the effect of a
change in the design of a product
or the use of a new material; what
might be the effect of a change in
prices or wage rates; what would
be the effect of operating on over
time as compared with the cost of
Management Services22
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2, No.the
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issue7] making, and selling,
bringVol.
forth
best efforts
the
day buying,
accumulating inventory
in slackServices,
people
the organization. Most
must be done. Control must not be
periods? Does the system give us
people respond to a challenge. They
a reasonable appraisal of such ef
an encumbrance. We need just
fects, or must we largely guess
like to be held responsible and ac
enough of it so that people may go
countable for a certain result. This
when we make a decision one way
about their work with a sense
causes people to think more about
or the other?
purpose. They should have a means
their jobs and do them better.
Not every business is complex,
of knowing whether they are doing
and not every operation needs an
An unplanned operation is waste
a good job. They need an incentive
elaborate system of control. Over
ful because it fails to make full use
to do a better one.
enthusiasm on control may reach
of the abilities in the organization.
There are two main problems
There are necessary limitations to
achieving effective budgetary con
the point where management is run
what men at the top can know
ning a system instead of a business.
trol. The first, and by far the more
about the business. They simply
The degree
control and the com
important, is obtaining support
haven’t the time to find out about
from the top of the organization.
plexity of the system bring us back
everything.
There
is
all
the
differ
The men who have the power to
again to our fundamental objec
ence in the world between these
decide what will be done must sup
tives. What does the business need
approaches—one, where all the re
port the concept in principle. They
in order to make better decisions—
sponsible people in the organiza
themselves must use the budgetary
and to make decisions promptly?
tion are put to work at thinking
plan in shaping their own decisions
How can it conserve the time, and
about what can be done; the other,
and
supervising the work of
so enhance the effectiveness, of the
where people below the top are
others. In one project some years
important people in the business?
relegated largely to handling their
ago a tremendous amount
time
The other way to run a business
work as it comes to them. Participa
was spent putting in a budgetary
may be expressed in two words: to
tion in the planning process, cou
control system in a manufacturing
drift. This is exaggerating slightly
pled with responsibility for results,
operation. The financial vice presi
because all managements give some
generates a sense of drive through
dent wanted this done, the presi
thought to what may happen. They
out the organization. There is much
dent and executive vice president
may also give some further thought
better direction of effort. There is
were interested in seeing it done,
to what they would do if this or
bound to be better performance.
but the production vice president
that happened. Generally, however,
This does not mean that a dispro
gave only lip service to the idea.
without an organized ofsystem of
For this reason, the project took
portionate amount of time should
planning and control, decisions are
much longer to install than it should
be spent on planning and control.
made when they cannot be de
have and it never worked satis
These procedures should not need
ferred, and problems are met
factorily. The business must be run
lessly interfere with the business.
they arise.
as the system contemplates that it
The work that counts, the day-toSuch an approach is not likely to

Participation in the planning process generates
a sense of drive throughout the organization.
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will be run.
The rules Services:
must apply
become
quite frustrating;
there
are Vol.
the2 same
thing
over
all the way up to the top.
They are unable to cope with the
businesses that are run on close to
Unless people down the line
complexities of a new approach to
civil service lines and the relation
know this, budgetary control is not
operating a business. In one situa
ships are virtually frozen. In one
likely to be taken very seriously.
tion where this was quite apparent,
situation, the foot dragging came
A lot of work may be done, and
the consultant instituted, at the
very close to mutiny in the ranks
some good may be accomplished.
company’s request, a weekly eve
and it was necessary for the analyst
As time goes on, however, the ef
ning seminar in the principles of
to appeal to top management to
fort will be a half-hearted one and
budgetary control which did much
help out in this matter. The man
will produce diminishing returns.
to overcome this type of reaction.
agement was less than forceful be
People must feel that the system is
Occasionally the reverse is true.
cause these were old employees and
a significant influence in running
Some years ago, a female employee
it did not want to upset them. Con
of a company that was installing a
the business. They should feel that
sequently, the budgetary control
budgetary control system, voluntar
their own progress depends upon
system was a long time reaching
how well they plan and control
ily approached the local manager of
full efficiency. The answer to this
their own activities.
the office equipment company to in
is that rarely, if ever, is improve
The second main problem
quire if she could register for train
ment beyond reach.
achieving effective budgetary con
ing in machine operation. The in
Another subsidiary problem is
trol is primarily a technical one. It
fear—fear of the inability to plan
teresting fact was that she was 60
is the collection, organization, and
precisely and reluctance to deal
years old and was still willing to
dissemination of the information
with frictions that may occur. The
learn.
needed in shaping the plans and
answer to this is that worthwhile
Another obstacle may be the feel
making the decisi
There must
accomplishment of any kind does
ing that budgetary control entails
be an adequate information struc
not often come easily. Fear is per
too much trouble and expense.
ture.
haps the hardest obstacle to over
Freedom from trouble cannot be
Within these two basic problems,
come, for too often it is caused by
guaranteed; in fact, benefit may
or closely related to them, are other
lack of business education and di
come from dealing with the trouble.
subsidiary problems. One is inertia
versified experience. People who
The expense factor should,
—the reluctance to change, particu
were hired many years ago with
course, be viewed practically.
larly when things are going pretty
minimum education have gained
Budgeting is not an end in itself. It
well. This attitude can, at times,
experience in only one area doing
is not something to provide work
for accountants or other techni
cians. Its justification must rest
upon its usefulness.
Budgetary control is sometimes
impeded by faulty organization.
One such situation exists in an oldline company where a new presi
dent, who is used to a budgetary
control system, wants one installed
in this company. He is not yet ready
to tackle some organizational prob
lems of which, nevertheless, he is
well aware. One of the individuals
involved is not enthusiastic about
profit planning but is due to retire
shortly, so that the problem who
will be in charge of what can then
be resolved more easily. Until that
time there can be no clear-cut re
sponsibility for results in one area
of the business. By its nature a
budgetary control system will high
light areas of conflicting authority
or other organizational weakness.
Merely forcing the resolution of
these can be one of the more impor
tant contributions of a budgetary
control system.
Sometimes classroom indoctrination overcomes fears of budget control..
22
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What has been said
heretoforeServices, Vol. 2, No. 1, January-February 1965 [whole issue7]
has been concerned with the theory
or philosophy of budgeting—what
a company is trying to accomplish
through budgetary control and the
problems that may appear along
the way. Now let us see how the
budget is put together and what
is done with it.
System development

The direction of budgetary plan
ning and control should be upward,
not downward. That is, budget
preparation, review, and later fol
low-up on performance, should
start at the lowest level in the or
ganization. It should move upward
from there. A second general prin
ciple is that the lines of budgetary
control should coincide with those
of organizational responsibilities.
Depending on the size of the
company concerned, the initial de
velopment of a budgetary plan
probably will require anywhere
from four to six months. About
three months will be required to
completely develop and approve
the budget each year. Probably two
more months will be required dur
ing the first time through.
The first step is a meeting with
all members of the executive man
agement group to discuss with
them the objectives of profit plan
ning. The part these people should
play in the development of the
planning system needs to be clearly
defined. At the same time a letter
should be sent to all key employ
ees, discussing the same points cov
ered in the management meeting.
This letter should be general in
scope and need not cover specific
planning details. These can be
given in a later memorandum ac
companying the budget requests.
It is important at the outset
review the organization structure
of the company. The degree
re
sponsibility for the financial success
of the company should be estab
lished for various levels
manage
ment. Responsibility code numbers
should be assigned to each profit
center to serve as its accounting
identity. Major, intermediate, and
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. . . and sometimes the reverse is true, as in the case of
the 60-year old who volunteered for machine training.

minor levels of responsibility should
be recognized in a logical sequence
of numbers.
It is not uncommon to find that
a company plans its operations by
responsibility but prepares its fi
nancial statements by account clas
sification. Control of performance
requires the use
responsibility
accounting to produce financial
statements comparing performance
with plans.
The process of accounting for
responsibility requires an organiza
tion code to be associated with an
account code in each transaction.
An organization code is supplied to
indicate the profit center where the
particular cost is incurred. An ac
count number is assigned to repre
sent the natural expense classifica
tion. Expenses may be coded to the
lowest organizational unit, as ex
penses are normally incurred by
individuals working in these areas.
It is not always possible, nor is it
always desirable, to code income
to the lowest organizational levels.

A decision should be made as to
which groups will have income re
sponsibility.
Charges should be made to op
erating departments for services
performed. Offsetting credits will
act as a reduction of service de
partment expense. From a technical
standpoint, it is better to consider
these credits
a reduction of ex
pense rather than as revenue.
In most cases some revision of
the chart
accounts will be re
quired. The chart should provide
account numbers in a logical se
quence to provide appropriate
summarization. Reports can then
be prepared automatically without
supplemental reclassifications.
Budget components

The key component in the budget
structure is the sales forecast. Since
production and other costs are de
pendent on sales volume, the fore
casting
sales obviously warrants
careful effort. Sales budgets should
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Direction of budget preparation, review, and eventual follow-up
should start at the lowest level in the organization and move up.

be prepared both in units of prod
ucts and
dollars. They should be
detailed as to territories, customers,
or other appropriate segregations.
The second major component is
the production budget. The general
guides to planning production are
the sales forecasts, the capacity of
the plant facilities, and the desired
inventory position. In the first stage
of the production budget these sales
units are converted into equivalent
production.
To translate the planned produc
tion levels in physical units into
dollars, there must be some basis
for estimating probable costs. Fac
tory cost control, an important area
in itself, ties in with budget plan
ning by providing the cost criteria
and the later follow-up on perform
ance.
The third major component is
marketing and distribution cost.
This area offers fruitful opportuni
ties for improvements in control.
The development of distribution

cost analysis has proceeded slowly.
It needs to be accelerated because
of the increasing importance
these
Completion of the sales
and production budgets will indi
cate the anticipated level of activ
ity in the company. Department
heads can then undertake the prep
aration of operating expense budg
ets. Department heads are usually
familiar with the direct costs of
their departments. Other costs,
such as depreciation, insurance,
and taxes, can be added after the
budgets have been submitted.
Service departments, such as
maintenance and repair shops,
need to know the anticipated de
mand for their services to be able
to prepare their budgets for the
coming year. This information will
also provide management with
some basis for controlling the size
of these departments. It is quite
easy for costs to get out of control
in service departments unless
charges are made for their services
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to the operating departments on
reasonable bases. The performance
of the service department can be
measured by comparing the charges
made to the operating departments
on work orders with the actual
costs of the service department.
When budgeting salaries and
wages, each employee should be
considered
responsible to only
one manager for his employment
status even though he may work
part time in other departments.
Review and approval

To put these various components
together requires a lot of hard
thought. Matters of policy, and
many points of detail, have to be
resolved. Budgeting compels man
agement to study its markets, its
facilities, its policies, and its meth
ods of operating at regular intervals
and to concentrate upon better
ways of doing things. The psychol
ogy of this works in somewhat the
Management Services
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in working toward the planned re
same way as the principle of com
exceedingly difficult. It means strik
sult. As we move along in the
pulsory saving. The objective will
ing a proper balance. The end re
budget period, we need to know
be reached under discipline but
sult, the budget that is approved,
whether our plans are working out
perhaps not otherwise.
should be realistic in the sense that
as scheduled and, if not, why not.
Nor is the job finished when the
it is believed to be attainable. At
We need to know so that we may
department or division completes
the same time, it should set a target
decide what action, if any, we are
budget and passes it on to the
that people will have to work hard
going to take. Should we correct
next higher level. The decisions be
to reach.
what we have been doing, or should
come tougher as the budget moves
Very few plans can survive for
we change our plans? What we are
up the line. At the originating levels
a full year without change. It is
looking for are the trouble spots,
the budgets may be tight, loose, or
important to build into a system
or,
it is sometimes expressed, we
a compromise. At the next stage
the means of recognizing antici
are exercising control by exception.
explanation and justification from
pated changes so that the plan will
That is, we pass quickly over the
the lower levels come up against
be flexible. In general, changes
occurrences coinciding with the
critical review at the next higher
should be recognized in much the
plan and concentrate upon the per
level. And so on all the way to the
same manner as that by which the
formance that is not according
top. Here, more than anywhere
original budget is developed, re
plan.
else in the budget process, is where
quiring approval at each manage
In terms of characteristics, or fea
the men are separated from the
ment level.
tures of the control system, what
boys. Here is where management,
do we need to do this? Two things
with the benefit of all the knowl
Performance review
—first, adequate and timely reports
edge in the organization, decides
to locate the trouble spots and, sec
Approval of the budget sets
what the business shall try to do.
ond, what might be informally re
motion all the activities envisaged
To find the right answer may be
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ferred to as “organized needling.”
He might not do anything if he
how it will affect the way the busi
We could talk at length about re
thought that he would not hear
ness is run; how much it will cost;
ports, but most of what might be
further.
and whether the benefits will ex
said comes down to this: The peo
This does not mean that control
ceed the cost.
ple at the various levels of manage
over performance is essentially a
Few business executives see
ment should receive reports at ap
process of asking unpleasant ques
budgeting— for that matter, other
propriate times which tell them
tions and debating the answers.
accounting techniques—through the
what they need to know concerning
The necessary questions should be
eyes, or from the viewpoint,
the
their areas of responsibility. The
asked and discussed. The important
accountant. Most of the top execu
reports should be to the point and
point is that everyone benefits from
tives in important businesses are
not cluttered up with nonessentials.
knowing promptly what the prob
sales or production men, with
Timeliness, obviously, is of great
lems are. They benefit from the or
lawyers probably running third
practical importance. Generally,
ganized effort that is made to meet
number. Almost none of them have
good news can wait a bit, but news
them.
the fascination with figures, or the
about trouble must be given top
interest in accounting methods
priority.
theories, that accountants have. If
Opportunities
The organized needling serves a
an accountant attempts to talk to
constructive purpose. This is to
these men primarily in accounting
These observations on the high
make sure that troubleshooting is
lights of budgetary control have
terms, he will not hold their inter
taken care of, the causes run down,
emphasized the meaningfid aspects
est. Many of them will not under
and the corrections made. In effect,
and advantages
control
prac
stand, and cannot be expected to
each level of management
tical terms. Comparatively little has
understand, what he is trying to
been said about how the figures
the level immediately below, “What
say.
caused this and what are you doing
are put together. This is not be
The obvious point of all this is
that accountants must think more
about it?”
cause this is unimportant or by any
This is a necessary procedure as
means free
complexity. It is es
about the sort of things that man
well as a constructive one. It is
sential to remember, however, that
agement thinks about. They must
necessary because human nature is
the nonfinancial executive has com
talk to managers in their language
what it is. The person with the im
paratively little interest in that as
and from their viewpoint, remem
mediate responsibility will do some
pect of the subject. What he wants
bering that their interest in ac
counting is largely limited to what
thing if he knows someone is going
to know is why budgetary control
accounting can do to meet the prob
to be checking up on the matter.
is a good thing for his business;
lems
in their areas.

One thing is sure, however: What
needs to be done cannot be done all
at once. Many business operations
are highly complex, and the prob
lems are likewise complicated.
Time and careful observation and
study are required to comprehend
them. Without slackening our ef
fort, we must not expect to do it
all immediately.
To sum up, the foundation of
budgetary control must be based
on the business and its problems.
Of course, any accountant must
know enough about the techniques
of budgeting to be able to visualize
their application and usefulness
particular situations. This knowl
edge will come to life and will at
tract the interest
the managers
of the business only as the ac
countants themselves acquire a
more intimate understanding of
management needs and problems
Organized needling serves a constructive purpose.
and apply imagination to their solu
tion.
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Companies with foreign subsidiaries can suffer very
real financial losses through local currency fluctua
tions, unless a well planned and managed preventa
tive program is maintained. Here’s—

HOW ITT MANAGES

ITS FOREIGN EXCHANGE
by John Verroen
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

International Telephone and Tele
York for the purposes of continu
ously determining our corporate ap
graph Corporation, which sells its
proach toward foreign exchange
products
115 countries, has 100
problems and
advising manage
subsidiary companies in 49 coun
ment
on
specific
foreign exchange
tries. It is thus vitally concerned


situations.
This
committee
is com
with currency fluctuations abroad,
posed
of
the
area
executive,
the
particularly in areas where there are
treasurer,
the
tax
director,
the
consistent and considerable infla
tion and frequent devaluation the
comptroller, and his specialized as
sistant.
local currency, which results
a
Our headquarters practice conreduction of income in U. S. dollars
as well as an erosion of the invest
ment made in local currency.
The principles outlined this ar
JOHN VERROEN, CPA, is
ticle are applied on a worldwide
director of financial con
basis, but the locale emphasized is
trols for International
Telephone and Telegraph
Central and South America, where
Corporation in New York
the company has extensive assets
City. Born and educated
and where currency devaluation is a
in Holland, Mr. Verroen
began his career as a
constant problem. This is how we
government auditor in
have organized to meet it.
Curacao,
Netherlands
Headquarters practices

Our company has created a com
mittee at our headquarters
New

January-February, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965

Antilles. He spent 12 years with Price Water
house
Co. in various countries, including
Venezuela, where he managed
Maracaibo
office. Before joining ITT, Mr. Verroen served
as vice president of the Brazilian subsidiaries
of Radio Corporation of America.

cerning foreign exchange adminis
tration emphasizes:
I. Assurance
maximum aware
ness local managements of the ef
fects of devaluation and inflation on
the dollar income. This awareness
results in the continuous anticipa
tion
problems and in the avoid
ance of losses and unpleasant sur
prises. It
results in recognition
of opportunities to take advanage of
special situations and opportunities
for profits, remittances, tax advan
tages, etc.
II. Simplification of the proce
dures and instructions regarding re
porting and forecasting the effect
of devaluation in our financial state
ments and in our forecasts, plans,
and budgets.
III. Authorized procedures for
ecutive determination of exchange
rates to be used for the translation
financial statements.
IV. Maintenance of an early
warning system of potential prob-
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A headquarters committee in New York continuously deter
mines ITT's corporate approach to foreign exchange problems.

lems and immediate consultation
and cooperation to find the best
possible solution under the circum
stances.
of of reasonable
V. Establishment
offsets
limits on maximum credit to be giv
en to clients who pay in local cur
rency.
VI. Formal consideration and de
cision concerning additional invest
ments in local currency assets, tak
ing into account the dollar return
on additional investments.

Local management awareness.
It is usually confusing to the second
level of local management to think
in terms of dollars rather than of lo
cal currency. This management lev
el is inclined to consider dollar
change losses as a “conversion” loss
the local currency whose results
are not under their control. This
tends to put an additional burden

on the top management
the local
company, which must accept the
primary responsibility of safeguard
ing the dollar value
the invest
ment and producing a reasonable
dollar return on that investment.
Some basic decisions reached by
headquarters are pertinent to the
handling of the valuation
the as
sets
the local companies. Besides
the items which by their nature are
fixed in dollars, such as the accumu
lated investment in the equity and
dollar receivables and payables,
the following assumptions are
made:
Fixed assets retain their his
torical dollar values. This as
sumption is in accordance with
the customary practice of U. S.
companies operating in other
countries and is generally valid
on a long-term basis, although
temporary distortion sometimes
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the results
a given fis
cal year. The internal inflation
may not fluctuate simultaneous
ly with the devaluation, par
ticularly in countries with run
away inflation and artificially
established “
” exchange
rates. The accounting profes
sion usually ignores the short
term differences (which may
show up when insurance reval
uations are made), because in
the long term the monetary val
ue of land, buildings, ma
chinery, and equipment in
creases as the real purchasing
power of the currency declines.
Inventories retain their his
torical values, subject to the
rule of cost or realizable values,
whichever is lower. This is an
assumption not universally used
by U. S. companies abroad. We
have found considerable beneManagement Services30

plans,issue7]
budgets, and year-end finan
fits from this assumption;
we Services,InVol.
the2,budget,
quarterly exposure
: Management
No. 1, January-February
1965 [whole
no longer have large unrealis
cial statements.
statements are submitted for the to
tic gross profits which are off
tal company and the exchange gain
Alertness. The local management
set by large and hard to explain
or loss is calculated at the forecast
exposes in weekly letters any area
exchange losses. This is a tech
ed exchange rates. This gain or loss
nique that is winning addi
potential dangers of impending
is spread equally over the three
tional professional support.
devaluation. Contacts with local
months and allocated by product
bankers, finance men, and govern
line.
Simplified reporting. We try to
ment officials are maintained to get
The actual monthly financial
have a pragmatic approach to
accurate and up-to-date evaluations
statements are translated at the cur
budgeting and forecasting with the
the monetary situation.
rent exchange rate in effect at the
intent reducing the time spent on
end of the closing day, except that
calculating in detail the effect on
the income statement is converted
the financial statements of highly
at the accumulated monthly average
tentative devaluations.
exchange rate. This means that the
Companies submit a five-year
cumulative income statement, say,
business plan in June each year
for June, is translated at the arith
using imagination and showing ap
metical average of the exchange
propriate initiative. This plan is
rates at the end of each of the six
based on an exchange rate which at
months. The rates used are those at
the time of preparation is forecasted
which remittances can be made (ac
for the end of the current year. This
tually or theoretically).

Even if exchange rates are being
rate is used throughout the five
artificially stabilized by official
years.
A yearly exposure statement is
sources and a devaluation is immi
nent, we do not normally accrue in
made for the total company and an
the accounts for any future possible
estimate is made of the potential ex
exchange losses in our monthly fi
change gains or losses at the fore
nancial statements.
casted exchange rates. This gain or
The comptroller, treasurer, and
Monthly Telex reports on the per
loss is distributed over the year and
area management
also keep
formance of the month and the fore
by product line and is shown on one
up to date on any financial informa
cast for the remainder of the year
line in the income statement.
tion affecting foreign currencies
are made at realistic forecasted ex
After review of the business plan
from reports, banking relationships,
change rates so that our latest fore
and tentative approval or rejection
magazines, etc.
cast reflects our best appraisal
major projects, a budget is pre
what we think revenues and income
pared and submitted before No
Local currency credit. Sales from
are going to be in dollars.
vember 30.
one country to another are usually
For this budget the exchange rate
made
dollars and with all avail
Approval of exchange rates. The
used is the one in effect when
able guarantees.
comptrollers of the companies
the budget is prepared, usually on
Credit for sales in local currency
abroad consult the company comp
or around September 30. This rate
by local companies is left to the
troller and treasurer on the ex
is usually not far from the one used
judgment of local management,
change rate to be used for business
in the business plan.
which seeks advice from area man

agement on major items. However,
in the area reviews of quarterly
statements, budgets, and business
plans, a discussion credit terms is
usually made and certain limits may
be imposed on local management,
depending on the amount of expo
sure and the economic outlook.

Local companies submit a five-year plan each June.
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Dollar investments. We have a
very positive approach to expan
sion and usually we do not hesitate
to make investments to get addi
tional business.
Although we do not specifically
take the gross capital employed into
29
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Prompt remittance of dividends, royalties, management fees is of vital importance. . . .

account for pricing our sales of
manufactured products, we expect
to get a reasonable income from
royalties, management fees, and
dividends and a contribution to re
search and development cost.

Manufacturing subsidiaries

The managements of subsidiary
companies in countries where de
valuation occurs have the primary
responsibility of following the head
quarters practices and protecting
the dollar income as well
invest
ment.
The following areas require spe
cific attention:
I. Selling prices
IL Financial executive
III. Local receivables
IV. Local currency statements
V. Exposure
VI. Cover

Selling prices. The most effec
tive way to offset exchange losses is
to make more local currency profit
on sales. This may be attempted
by increasing selling prices to the
extent that exchange losses or the
costs of cover against exchange
losses are offset. However, if the net
income is reinvested in local cur
rency assets, then the exposure is
increased. Therefore, prompt remit
tances
dividends, royalties, man
agement fees, etc., become of vital
importance. Reinvestment must be
studied as carefully as new invest
ments ( our experience has indi
cated). We recognize that the re
sistance from local competition and
from consumers against price in
creases is reduced more and more in
those countries where devaluation is
repetitive and high inflation has be
come a way of life. One of our com
panies charges the high “protection”
interest cost separately to its cus
tomers rather than including it
in the selling price. This reduces
sales taxes and encourages the cus

tomers to pay cash. We record these
interest charges as “other income”
since our gross margin is shown
more accurately by excluding these
inflationary interest charges.
Financial executive. The pres
sure for continuous price increases,
for obtaining more local financing,
for keeping costs up to date, and
for special financial reporting cre
ates the need for a high degree of
sophistication in the financial staff,
and the hiring of an internationally
oriented treasury executive to sup
plement the comptroller is often re
quired even in smaller companies.
The purchasing function also de
mands special attention aimed at
keeping the investment in inven
tories down because of the higher
carrying cost. More effort has to be
spent in obtaining longer credit
terms and fixed price arrangements
from suppliers.

Local receivables. Since inven
tory is handled on a dollar acquisi
tion cost basis, the major pertinent
element in local currency assets
is usually “accounts receivable,”
and the exchange losses from this in
vestment may be significant. This
would indicate that the credit
should be kept at a minimum level.
However, we see that in inflationary
countries the sales to consumers de
pend more on credit terms than on
the basic price, and a dealer must
carry a large investment in con
sumer financing. In turn, the manu
facturing companies need to give
more credit in order to maintain a
sales volume. This, of course, brings
the tendency to increase the invest
ment in receivables, and this be
comes one of the major problems.
In our company, the local man
agement has been made responsible
for the daily solution of this prob
lem except that by means of the
yearly budget approval some gen
eral restrictions are imposed.

30

Local currency statements. For a
greater awareness of the effect of
devaluation, the statements in local
currency issued for internal use by
the second management level in
clude some items which are not
necessarily recorded in the local
books :
In the cost and expense state
ments, a separate line is added
for “additional dollar deprecia
tion.” This item brings the cost
in local currency in line with
the dollar statements. The
amount is determined by tak
ing the historical dollar depre
ciation provision and translat
ing this into local currency at
the rate of exchange currently
used for the income statement.
The excess of this amount over
the actual local currency pro
vision (including depreciation
on appreciated fixed assets,
where applicable) is then
shown as additional dollar de
preciation.
The individual product costs
are adjusted semi-annually,
based on an index figure. Cur
rently we are deriving this in
dex from the increase in the
cost of living and from the ex
change rate applicable to im
ported materials. Individual
product costs are checked and
adjusted on a cycle basis and
by selecting the principal cost
factors only.
Management Services
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In Brazil, the discounting of re
ceivable paper is still possible.
However, these discounts are sub
ject to full recourse and our account
is charged back within a few days
after collection has failed. There
fore, we do not report these dis
counts as a deduction from receiv
ables but rather as a source of local
bank loans, particularly since addi
tional receivable paper has to be
given for collection in order to ob
tain discounts.
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During
the
in-between
months, a monthly cumulative
index figure is applied to prod
uct or statistical costs in order
to have more local currency
statements that are more rep
resentative.
The amount of any change in
the costs
inventories is ap
plied to an inventory reserve
account and is subsequently
amortized over the estimated
carrying times. The translation
of inventories to dollars in the
income statement takes place
on a monthly “first-in, first-out”
basis on the total net charge to
cost
sales.
The monthly local state
ments of costs and expenses of
each cost center show budget
figures for the month and year
to date. As our budget is made
on the convenient presumption

of stability in currency condi
tions and the effect
devalua
tion is shown in a single item,
the budget figures need adjust
ment to give effect to the rate
of devaluation as assumed in
the budget.
With the three items above,
local management has a means
of measuring operations in lo
cal currency which will be in

January-February, 1965



Exposure. The local management
keeps track of the position of the ex
posure to exchange losses by month
ly exposure statements showing the
local currency assets (excluding in
ventories ) and local currency liabil
ities.
When an exposure position exists,
the possibilities and extent of prob
able devaluation are immediately
considered and all available sources
information are consulted. Condi
tions are evaluated and the possible
means of coverage determined (e.g.,
forward exchange contracts, swaps,
local loans for investment in inven
tories and for purchase of other as
sets retaining dollar value The cir
cumstances and related recommen
dations are then submitted to the
exchange committee for policy de
termination. These proposals also
indicate the cost of forward con
tracts, etc., the possible benefits to
be derived, and the period for
which such coverage is required.
If it is decided that the potential
losses are less than the cost of cov
erage and the risk should be taken,
we do not provide for the potential
exchange losses, but we do revise

the earnings forecast for the remain
der
the year.
The exposure statements, as men
tioned above, are summaries
lo
cal currency assets and liabilities.
For local management a very real
istic loss is incurred when dollar
debts are paid because it requires
more local currency to pay off a
dollar debt. This may be rather con
fusing to those who have not gone
through actual translations
finan
cial statements into dollars. It is es
sential to see that dollar assets and
liabilities are stable and that the lo
cal currency items are the variables.
Therefore, the foreign exchange loss
incurred when dollar debts are paid
is actually the result of the de
terioration of the international buy
ing power of the local currency as
sets. Consequently, if we determine
the exposure (in dollars)
the lo
cal currency net assets, we have
systematically and currently in
cluded the local currency exchange
losses applicable to future interna
tional remittances.
A simple illustration
one trans
action and its effect on exchange
exposure may be helpful.
a. Assume that a company bor
rows $1,000 in the U. S. and brings
the money into a foreign country,
exchanges it and collects P. 10,000.
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rough agreement with the ulti
mate data in the dollar financial
statements.
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with
suppliers
in 10
getting bank
b. ofAssume
this is Vol.
Management Services: A Magazine
Planning,further
Systems,that
and Controls,
2 [1965],
No. 1, Art.
held in cash, receivables, or any
credits, etc.
other local currency asset.
Keeping dollar debts current,
c. When a balance sheet is pre
particularly to associated compa
pared, it is found that we have a lo
nies, since they are settled by use of
cal currency exposure on the pay
local currency assets.
ment of the dollar debt in the
Increasing local loans and swaps.
amount of $1,000 and at the same
When the cost becomes exorbitant,
time a dollar exposure on the local
we determine whether the gross
currency asset of $1,000.
profit from additional business vol
d. A potential loss exists which
ume still warrants the high cost
can be measured either by calculat
of borrowing. It usually does.
ing the amount of local currency
Reducing inventories if the re
now needed to pay the debt or by
alizable selling prices are not ex
calculating the dollar worth of the
pected to increase simultaneously
local currency asset.
with the devaluation.
e. Let us go one step further and
When remittances cannot be
assume that the peso is devalued
made currently and therefore a
from P.10 to the dollar to P.12 to
forced reinvestment occurs, making
the dollar.
profitable use of these reinvest
f. The local books still show the
ments.
peso cash at P.10,000 but must pro
Making simultaneous exchange
vide for an exchange loss of P.2,000
transactions if remittances can be
in order to update the payable to its
made legally but the cash is lacking.
present dollar equivalent. In dollars
This establishes the dollar debt (to
the
cash
is
now
worth
only
$833,
and
an
intermediary bank, if deemed ad
Some of our companies are
the debt to be paid is $1,000, so
visable)
and often makes the ex
developing an emergency
there is a loss of $167, which again
change loss actually incurred de
defense program to
is the present equivalent of the loss
ductible for taxes even though it
minimize the demand of
above of P.2,000.
does not decrease the exposure.
dollars from the parent
g. Thus, when we think in terms
It is clear that our attempts to
of dollars, it is only necessary to es
protect ourselves against inflation
company at the time that
tablish the net local currency assets
and devaluation clash with the simi
investment of additional
in order to determine the amount
lar attempts being made by others.
dollars is least desirable.
of exposure to exchange loss.
Moneylenders demand higher inter
customers want longer credit,
Cover. Routine procedures are
suppliers give less credit and in
set up and reviewed periodically
crease prices in anticipation of cost
to minimize the investment in net
increases, and labor steps up its de
local currency assets. These pro
mands for higher wages and more
frequent adjustments.
cedures include the following:
The reader will realize that man
Increasing dollar funds and de
agement
in developing countries
creasing local currency funds by
has
to
cope
with a multitude
keeping excess funds or emergency
problems
nonexistent
in the
S.,
funds in dollar accounts.
and the above by no means reflects
Increasing dollar receivables (in
the whole story of the financial
cluding export receivables and
problems. In some countries there
local contracts with maintenance of
are multiple exchange rates, and dif
value) and reducing the local cur
ferent rates are therefore applicable
rency receivables. This can be done
to the various assets, liabilities, and
by prompt billing and mailing of in
income items. In other countries one
voices, by reducing credit terms of
local currency sales, by increasing
has to cope with frozen rental in
collection efforts to reduce past due
come on fixed assets.
accounts, and by discounting trade
Some of our companies are de
paper, without recourse if possible.
veloping an emergency defense pro
Increasing local currency pay
gram to minimize the demand of
ables—by getting longer and more
dollars from the parent company at
favorable terms, by cooperating
the time that investment of addi32
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tional dollars is least: Management
desirable. ThisServices,
higher
is not shown as1965
an [whole
government.
Charges for tele
Vol.rates.
2, No.This
1, January-February
issue7]
program includes deferring pay
exchange loss anywhere but is ex
graph services are changed
ables, sales taxes, etc., even if penal
pressed in a reduction of revenues.
only when the exchange rate
ties are due; suspension of pur
Prompt and vigorous claims for re
changes by more than 20%, de
chases, travel expense and advertis
vision of the rates has become a
pendent on government au
ing; etc. In addition, we expect in
necessary tradition and is essential
thorization, which may take
due course to accumulate a general
a healthy operation.
two months.
emergency fund by contributions
3. Books have
be kept
gold
5. We have not been very success
from all companies
developing
ful in selling shares to the public
pesos or gold francs in order to
countries, so as to avoid devaluation
as a means of getting local finankeep track
the allowable return
shocks which are in fact the risk
on assets employed.
ing for communications companies;
factor which caused the relatively
4. Our radio companies charge at
many local restrictions
vary
high profit margins in prior periods.
ing in each country, to prevent such
rates based on gold francs as fixed
by international convention. How
financing.
ever, we collect in local currency
Obviously, we must earn a rea
Communications subsidiaries
and cannot change the rates at will.
sonable return on our assets if we
are to induce the investing public
In Argentina, for instance,
The foreign exchange problems
to support our activities
foreign
we can increase charges only
of our communications companies
countries. This is right and proper.
when the average exchange
have certain special aspects:
However, we believe that we make
rate fluctuates more than 10%
1. Collections of receivables are
a vital contribution to the business
compared with the previous six
becoming more difficult the com
activity of developing countries by
months. Changes are made ef
munications business due to trade
furthering local assembly and man
fective May 15 and November
customs and the practice of compe
ufacture. We train and employ
15 with government approval.
tition, except for telephone compa
In Brazil, the charges are
thousands
local people and we
nies, where these problems are usu
are eager to expand local com
based on average daily official
ally restricted to government receiv
munications in accordance with the
exchange rates for the three
ables.
desire and the ability of local gov
months up to the tenth
the
2. Although the rates chargeable
month prior to the date of
ernment. We are very proud of our
for communications business are
long association with the internal
change. Changes are made
usually legally regulated and tied
quarterly.
development of Latin America and
to gold francs (or gold pesos),

In
Chile,
we
change
monthly,
expect to make a continued con
we find that there is usually a fairly
tribution to the inevitable growth
based
on
the
official
exchange
long lapse of time between the time
its economies.
rate,
upon
notification
to
the
of devaluation and the approval of

Moneylenders demand higher interest, customers want longer credit,
suppliers give less credit and increase prices, labor steps up its demands.
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Methods of determining variance differ with the accounting authority cited.
The author suggests a method for finding the
best way, for any given set
of facts, of—

ANALYZING BURDEN VARIANCE FOR

PROFIT PLANNING AND CONTROL
by Ben R. Copeland
North Texas State University



Any standard cost accounting
text that contains a section on
standard costs discusses how to
analyze burden variance, the dif
ference between burden applied to
production and the actual burden
incurred. However, the analyses of
this variance differ from text to
text.
It would seem that it should be
The author wishes to express his ap
preciation to Professors G. H. Newlove
and G. A. Welsch, both of the Uni
thean
Texas
ty of
Texas,
for their critical
com
ofa
of the
ments
on
earlier
draft
of
this
article.
of
to

possible to develop one best analy
sis of burden variance for any
given set
facts. The purpose of
this article is to examine each of
BEN R. COPELAND, CPA,
is assistant professor of
business administration
at North
State
University
in
Denton,
Texas. He is
member
of the American Account
ing Association and the
American Statistical As
sociation. Professor Cope
land is
author of "Allocating Service
as


Department Costs to Maximize Cost Control,"
which appeared in
Spring, 1964, issue of
Business Studies.
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the methods of analyzing burden
variances and attempt, through a
study of their results, to develop as
comprehensive and useful a method
analysis
is possible. The ap
proach taken is to assume a set of
facts, prepare the usual analyses,
and through criticism
their
weaknesses attempt to develop a
more valid analytical method.
In order to limit the problem
a workable scope, the discussion
is concerned only with the informa
tion available in a flexible budget
system. Since the flexible budget
system is generally recognized as

Management Services
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the most accurate : because
of its
ASSUMED FACTS
separation
fixed and variable
Flexible Budget Data for Department A
costs, no sacrifice should result
Direct labor hours
70
80
50
60
from this delimitation.
Criteria for evaluation

Before any attempt can be made
to evaluate the various methods of
calculating burden variance, the
criteria
evaluation must be de
fined. The evaluations in this arti
cle are based on these premises:
1. Budget variation should mea
sure the effect produced when actu
al costs incurred are higher or low
er than those budgeted. It should
be equivalent to the cost variance
of the materials analysis.
2. Volume variation should mea
sure the cost of unused facilities,
the difference between actual vol
ume and capacity.
3. Efficiency variation should
measure the cost when actual hours
used in production exceed standard
hours for actual production.
With flexible budget data avail
able, it would seem that these cri
teria would imply the following:
1. Budget variation should in
clude the cost variations for both
fixed and variable costs; distinction
between them is neither desirable
nor useful.
2. Volume variation as a measure
of the cost of idle capacity should
be measured only in terms of fixed
burden cost. Variable costs, by defi
nition, cannot be included among
costs
idle capacity.
3. Efficiency variation, since it is
a measure of the extra hours re
quired for production, should be
expressed only
terms
variable
costs.

90

Per cent capacity
(based on 100 hours)

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Budgeted burden: ($)
Fixed
Variable ($.60 DLH)

40
30

40
36

40

40
48
-

40
54

40
60

Total ($)

70

76

94

100

82

100%

Burden rate:

Variable

$ .40
.60
$1.00 [based on 100 DLH]

Actual Burden Incurred in Department A
$42
48

Variable

Total

$90

Standard hours for actual production equal 70.
Actual hours worked in the department equal 75.

EXHIBIT I
CHART I

Burden

Assumptions

The flexible budget data assumed
for a hypothetical Department A
are shown in Exhibit 1 on this page.
The only term in Exhibit 1 that re
quires discussion is capacity.
The selection of a “capacity” for
use in cost accounting has long
been a controversial topic. These
are generally conceded to be the
alternatives:





b-a = $85-90 = $( 5)

=

d-c =

70-82 = (12)

Efficiency var.

=

c-b =

82-85 = ( 3)

Total

$(20)

Letters are defined in Exhibit 2.
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=
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Budget variation

Volume variation

Theoretical
capacity:
This is
Management Services: A
Magazine
2 [1965],
No. 1, Art.
10
EXHIBIT
2 of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. 1.
BURDEN VARIANCE ANALYSIS BY THREE DIFFERENT METHODS
what engineers feel the plant can
produce if everything operates at
Method A: (See Chart 1)
maximum efficiency.
Budget Variation
2. Practical capacity: This is
Budget at actual hours
$85
Actual burden incurred
(a)
5.00)1
90
theoretical capacity reduced by
Volume Variation2
normal inefficiency.
Applied burden (SHxBR)
$70
3. Normal capacity: This is prac
Budget at std. hours
(c)
( 12.00)
tical capacity less marketing ineffi
Efficiency Variation
Budget at std. hours
(c)
$82
ciency. It represents the average
Budget at actual hours
( 3.00)
utilization of plant over a twoTotal Variation
($20.00)
ten-year period, leveling out the
effects of fluctuations in demand.
Method B: (See Chart 2)
The effects of selecting each
Budget Variation
Budget at actual hours
(b)
$85
these alternatives can be briefly
Actual burden incurred
(a)
90
5.00)
outlined as follows:
Volume Variation3
1. Normal capacity will produce
(AHxBR) (75 x $1)
(c)
$75
Budget at actual hours
85
( 10.00)
a volume variance that contains the
Efficiency Variation
effects of business cycle variations
Burden applied (SHxBR)
only (normal capacity less expected
(70 x $1)
(d)
$70
(AHxBR)
(c)
( 5.00)
actual).
Total Variation
($20.00)
2. Practical capacity will produce
a volume variance that reflects
Method C: (See Chart 3)
marketing inefficiency as well as
Budget Variation
cycle
variations (maximum practi
$82
Budget at std. hours
(c)
($ 8.00)
Actual burden incurred
(a)
90
cal capacity less expected actual).
Volume Variation
3. Theoretical capacity, when
$75
(AHxBR) (75 x $1)
(d)
used in determining a volume vari
Budget at actual hours
(b)
85
($10.00)
ance, will reflect expected ineffi
Efficiency Variation
(SHxFBR) (70 x $.40)
$28
ciency as well as the other two
30
2.00)
(75 x $.40)
variations
(theoretical capacity less
Total Variation
($20.00)
expected actual).

(b)

In order to have the mathematical analysis agree with the graphic analysis the effi
ciency variation for Method C may be computed alternatively
follows:

Preparing the analysis

$70
75

Budgeted rate times standard hours (e)
Budgeted rate
actual hours
(d)

$(5)

Subtract the difference between:
Flexible budgeted standard hours
And flexible budgeted actual hours

$82
85

(c)
(b)

(3)
$(2)

Parentheses will
used
indicate an "unfavorable"
(burden underapplied).
2Another way of computing this
variation:

Fixed burden in budget
Minus fixed burden applied (70 x $.40)

a debit balance variance

$40
28
($12)

Sometimes the volume variation is computed a little differently, but with exactly
same result:
Total fixed burden to be allocated
$40
Minus (AHxFBR) (75 x $.40)
30

(BH-AH) x FBR

($10)

A moment's reflection will reveal these analyses are
variant of this same analysis would be:

Fixed burden rate budgeted
Fixed burden rate for budget
adjusted
actual hours ($40 75)

Deficiency not applied

in essence. Still another

.40
.533
.133

Analysis and evaluation

75

Multiplied by actual hours

Volume Variance

$10.00*

With the facts assumed in Ex
hibit 1, the burden variance is $20,

*Adjusted for rounding error.
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to

be

or

75 

The choice among these defini
tions of capacity will naturally
affect the meaning of the idle ca
pacity variance. This presents no
severe problem, however, if the
person preparing the analysis words
the analysis report properly, defin
ing his terms. An alternative solu
tion would be to break down the
idle capacity variance into its sub
parts—assuming that management
would find this information useful.
One additional assumption is
made: To provide the most detailed
analysis possible, let us assume that
burden is applied on the basis of
standard hours for actual produc
tion. This will permit computation
of an efficiency variation.

($

Management Services
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the difference between the actual
CHART 2
burden incurred ($90) and the
Burden
burden applied at standard hours
(dollars)
($70). This variance is analyzed by
each of the generally used methods
in Exhibit 2 on page 36. The first
method is further illustrated in
Chart 1 on page 35; the second, in
Chart 2 on this page; and the third
in Chart 3 on page 38.
Exhibit 3 on page 39 presents an
analysis based on the criteria pre
viously stated. The budget varia
tion, volume variation, and effi
ciency variation calculated there
may be supported as follows:
Budget variation

Budget variation should measure
the effect of price differences only.
In the present case it should equal:
Fixed cost budgeted
Actual fixed cost

Variable rate budgeted
Variable rate incurred
($48 ÷ 75)
Excess
Actual hours

$ 40
42

($2.00)
$ .60
.64

$ .04
X 75

( 3.00)

Total cost variance

($5.00)

Direct Labor Hours

Budget variation

=

Volume variation

=

=

75-85 =

(10)

=

=

70-75 =

( 5)

var.

Thus, the budget variation anal
ysis is supported by the assumed
facts.

b-a = $85-90 = $( 5)

$(20)

Total

Note:

Letters are defined in Exhibit 2.

Volume variation

Idle capacity (volume) variation
should measure the cost of unused
facilities. It is generally agreed that
this cost can be measured by the
fixed burden costs that were not
applied because actual use of the

plant was less than its capacity.
For the case under consideration,
capacity was assumed to be 100
direct labor hours, and actual hours
used were 75. Therefore, $10—or
(100-75) X $.40—may be taken as
a measure of the cost of unused
facilities. Since variable costs, by
definition, occur only in response
to activity, it would seem extreme
ly inappropriate to include the
January-February, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965

variable burden rate in any man
ner in this computation.

Standard hours for
actual production
Actual hours required

Efficiency variation

Inefficient hours
Variable burden rate

5
X $ .60

Cost of inefficient
production

($3.00)

Efficiency variation is defined as
the cost of using more productive
capacity than the production stan
dards call for. Because fixed costs
are not increased
a result of this
inefficiency, the variation should be
computed with the use of variable
costs only. Hence, for the assumed
facts, efficiency variation is the ex
cess direct labor hours costed at
the variable rate:

70
75

Volume-efficiency variation

In the analysis presented in Ex
hibit 3 a portion of the total varia
tion, amounting to $2, is not ac
counted for. This discrepancy is
the result of applying burden on
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CHART 3
Burden

1. Budget variation should
include the cost
variations for both fixed
and variable costs.

Direct Labor Hours
= c-a = $82-90 =
= d-b = 75-85 =

Efficiency var.

= e-d =

Budget variation

2. Volume variation should
be measured only in
terms of fixed burden
cost.

3. Efficiency variation
should be expressed only
in terms of variable costs.

Volume variation

- (b-c) =

70-75 = $(5)
85-82 = (3)

Letters are defined in Exhibit 2.

standard rather than actual hours.
It can be computed as follows:
Actual hours
Standard hours

Excess hours
Fixed burden rate

Total

75
70

5
X $ .40

($2.00)

It is relevant at this point to ask
whether this amount should be in
cluded in one of the previous three
variances or whether it should be
handled separately. If it is handled
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( 2)

$(20)

Total
Note:

$( 8)
(10)

separately, we must ask ourselves
what it measures in order to know
its relevance.
Under Method A, this $2 vari
ance was included under volume
variation. Under Method B it was
added to efficiency variation. Under
Method C this amount appeared
as the entire efficiency variation.
It would appear, therefore, that
there is some disagreement as to
just what this variation is and what
it means.
I suggest that the $2 variation
has no hidden meaning or material
significance other than what it is
Management Services40
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mathematically — the: Management
amount of
fixed burden that was not applied
Budget Variation
because burden was applied on
Budget at actual hours
$85
Actual burden incurred
90
standard rather than actual hours.
If burden had been applied on
Volume Variation
actual hours (the so-called “half
Hours budgeted
Hours used
75
standard” method), the $2 would
Deficiency
25
have been included in inventory
burden rate
x $.40
costs—as would the efficiency vari
burden not applied
ance
$3.
If a name must be devised for
Efficiency Variation
Hours at standard
70
this variation, then “volume-effi
Hours used
75
ciency variation” seems fitting be
Excess hours
5
Fixed
cause elements of both variations
Variable rate
x .60
are intermingled in
computa
Total
tion. It is efficiency variance in the
Total Accounted For
100
sense that it would disappear
if
burden were applied on actual
EXHIBIT 3
hours. It is volume variation as
BURDEN VARIANCE ANALYSIS BASED ON EVALUATION
regards fixed costs that did not get
applied. There is, therefore, a rea
son other than compromise for this
EXHIBIT 4
name.

($5.00)

(10.00)

(3.00)
($18.00)

CRITERIA

FOUR-PART BURDEN VARIANCE

No reason for compromise

Because of the dual nature of
this variance, there would appear
to be no reason for compromising
its significance by combining it
with either of the other variations.
It would seem more logical to com
pute and show it as a separate
variation.
When adjustment is made in the
three analyses under study for the
$2 variation, only one other differ
ence appears. Method C shows a
budget variation of $8, as opposed
to $5 for the other two methods
and for the evaluation analysis. The
$3 difference is clearly the efficiency
variance because this particular
budget variation is computed from
budget at standard hours rather
than budget at actual hours. This
method is obviously not desirable
because it violates the generally
accepted definition of a budget
variation.

Budget Variation
Budget at actual hours
Actual burden incurred

$85
90

Idle-Capacity Variation
Actual hours
Budgeted hours

75
100

Unused hours
Fixed burden rate
Efficiency Variation
Standard hours
Actual hours

Excess hours
Fixed burden rate
Total Variation

Four-part analysis

representations
Methods A, B,
and C, Chart
on page 40 is a
graphic representative of the fourpart comprehensive analysis illus
trated in Exhibit 4.
A report to management explain
ing this analysis might read as fol
lows:4
1. The company encountered

A desirable analysis of the burden
application, therefore, would ap
pear to be as shown in Exhibit 4
on this page. This analysis may
be performed graphically. Just as
Charts 1, 2, and 3 were graphic

4Several assumptions are made in the
report content to permit a presentation
that is
realistic and more useful to
management.
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25
x $.40

(10.00)

5
x $.60

(3.00)

70
75

Excess hours
Variation burden rate
Volume-Efficiency Variation
Standard hours
Actual hours

($5.00)

70
75
x $.40

(2.00)
($20.00)

higher costs than expected during
the month for general factory over
head. Actual costs exceeded budg
eted costs by $5. Examination
seems to indicate that there has
been a price increase for certain
purchased items and that the man
agers responsible for incurring the
various costs have obtained the
lowest costs possible under the cir
cumstances.
2. The plant attained only 75 per
cent of practical operating capacity
the last month. Based on a level
of 100 direct labor hours, this un-
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CHART 4
are controllable. However, the term
should properly be used to refer to
a specific hierarchical level. In the
case at hand, it is the manufactur
ing department level which is rele
vant.
Examination of the hypothetical
report to management will reveal
that at least two of the variances
(efficiency variance and volumeefficiency variance) are controllable
at the manufacturing department
level. Budget variance may also be
controllable by manufacturing. Vol
ume variance is controllable only
at a higher level of the hierarchy.
Refinements

Direct Labor Hours

Budget variation

= b-a = $85-90 = $( 5)

Volume variation =

c-b =

75-85 = (10)

Efficiency var.
Vol.-Eff. var.

d-c =
e-d =

72-75 = ( 3)
70-72 = ( 2)

=
=

Total
Note:

$(20)

Letters are defined in Exhibit 2.

used capacity (25 DLH) cost $10.
Even after considering seasonal
factors, it appears that plant ca
pacity is not receiving maximum
utilization. Action on this point is
indicated.
3. The plant required five hours
above standard to produce last
month’s output. As our standards
permit achievement under normal
operating conditions, investigation
appears to be warranted. This ex
cess time increased operating costs
by $3.
4. Because of inefficiency of op
eration, $2 of plant capacity was

used for last month’s production
above that which would have been
required had production been ac
complished in standard hours. While
this does not increase operating
costs, it does reflect unnecessary
utilization of the plant above that
which should have been required.
In other words, had the actual pro
duction been manufactured in ac
cordance with the predetermined
standards, the cost of idle capacity
would have been increased by this
$2.
Ultimately—at the highest level of
organizational hierarchy—all costs
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The four-variation analysis, in
my opinion, is a useful one for profit
planning and control. However, re
finements could be made that would
increase its usefulness.
Schlatter and Schlatter, in their
text on cost accounting, describe a
“calendar variation” that appears
to have significant merit.5 These
authors point out that while annual
fixed burden costs are usually di
vided by twelve for allocation to
months, the working capacities of
the several months are not equal.
For example, March, 1961, had 23
working days while April, 1961,
had only 20. This amounts to a
variation
approximately 15 per
cent.
The effect of this difference is
absorbed into the idle capacity
analysis of the four variance meth
ods. For a detailed analysis, as
sume, for the case at hand, this
additional information:
Total annual direct labor hours:
“Capacity”
1200
Monthly direct labor hours:
1/12 annual “capacity”
100
Actual “capacity” in the
month
91

The actual “capacity” on a
monthly basis could be developed
as follows:
5Charles F. Schlatter and William J.
Schlatter, Cost Accounting, 2d
John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1957, pp. 530 ff.
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annual “capacity” : Management
actual workServices, Vol. 2, No. 1, January-February 1965
CHART
5 issue7]
[whole
ing days in
total working days
a given
in the
year
month
Other methods are also available for
this determination.
With these additional assump
tions, Schlatter and Schlatter would
compute the idle capacity variance
follows:

Volume Variance
Actual “capacity”
Actual DLH use

91
75

Deficiency
Fixed burden rate

X

Total

(16)
$ .40

($6.40)

To this analysis they would add a
“calendar variation”:

1/12 “capacity”
Actual “capacity”
Deficiency
Fixed burden rate

100 DLH
91

Direct Labor Hours

( 9)
X $ .40

Total

($3.60)

The $3.60 is pulled out of the
volume variance to show that this
much of the idle capacity cost ac
tually results from debiting the
burden control for one-twelfth of
the annual costs while only 98/1200
of “capacity” which could have
been used to apply burden actually
existed in the month.
The significance of this refine
ment is that it permits a more ac
curate determination of the cost of
idle capacity. For example, using
the assumed data, only 16 hours of
unused capacity are shown to have
actually existed as opposed to 25
hours indicated by the first vol
ume analysis. Management is thus
spared the ticklish problem of at
tempting to explain nine hours of
idle capacity that really were not
present.
By combining the advantages
each method discussed, it would
appear that the most useful vari
ance analysis for managerial con
trol purposes would include the fol
lowing:
January-February, 1965
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(a) Cost variance—
possibly controllable
with respect to the
manufacturing
department
($ 5.00)
(b) Efficiency variancecontrollable
( 3.00)
(c) Volume-efficiency
variance—controllable ( 2.00)
(d) Idle-capacity variance
—noncontrollable ( 6.40)
(e) Calendar variance
—noncontrollable ( 3.60)
Total Variance

($20.00)

Another way to improve on this
method is illustrated in Chart 5 on
this page. Chart 5 represents a new
approach that appears to offer
significant advantages in classifica
tion of data as controllable and non
controllable. The $12 “volume”
variance is automatically separated
into a $10 volume variance and a
$2 volume-efficiency variance.
(Either line A or line A' will ac
complish this.)
The procedure for preparing this
graph is as follows:
1. Upon the prepared grid enter

the budget estimate at the expected
actual (budgeted) volume.
2. Enter a “fixed cost” line par
allel to the abscissa.
3. Connect the budget point with
the origin and the fixed cost value
at point O'. These are lines S and
T on Chart 5.
4. Draw lines A and A' to their
respective points as shown.
5. Draw two vertical lines at ac
tual capacity and standard capacity.
6. Indicate the respective vari
ances on these vertical lines as
shown in Chart 5.
Chart 5 does have one limitation.
It will not automatically pull out a
calendar variance. However, since
this can be determined mathe
matically and plotted without ex
cessive difficulty, the limitation does
not appear critical.
The five-way mathematical analy
sis outlined in this article, sup
plemented by the corresponding
graphic technique (Chart 5), ap
pears to hold great promise
a
tool in profit planning and control.
It remains for the management ac
countants of America to make the
final decision through actual use.
41
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An Orientation Article—

When properly understood and applied, this warborn technique can give the decision maker a scien
tific basis for solving problems involving the inter
action of functional units of his organization—

OPERATIONS RESEARCH-THE BASICS
by E. Leonard Arnoff
and M. J. Netzorg
Ernst & Ernst

is a cliché that the problems
structure, characteristics, functions,
and relationships of an organiza
confronting business decision
makers today are more complex in tion. Such study is intended to pro
vide the executive with a sound,
nature and more far-reaching in
scientific, and quantitative basis for
scope than ever before. Fortunate
decision making.
ly, new methods, techniques, and
Operations research is based on
tools are also making decision mak
the fact that in economic systems,
ing easier—for the executive who is
just as in the physical world, there
able and willing to use them.
is a great deal of orderliness, even
One of the most important of
where this is not readily apparent.
these new techniques is operations
Thus, OR is concerned with deter
research. For orientation
busi
mining (1) how a system behaves
nessmen and consultants who have
under a wide range of conditions,
not yet had personal experience
(2) the relationships which explain
with its use, this article describes
why the system behaves in this
operations research—what it is,
manner and, finally, (3) the manner
where it originated, how it is used
and timing through which this be
in problem solving, and where it
havior should be changed so as to
has been applied in industry.
best achieve the organization’s
goals.
What operations research is
Operations research is concerned
Operations research (commonly
with the relationships of the activity
referred to as OR) is the systematic,
under study to all other pertinent
method-oriented study of the basic
elements of the system. It is
t

I
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concerned with evaluation of the
host of possible alternative courses
of action open to the decision
maker.
The roots of operations research
are as old as science and the man
agement function. OR uses tech
niques adapted from many fields,
such as physics, psychology, indus
trial engineering, and—most par
ticularly—symbolic logic, mathemat
ics, probability, and statistics. In ad
dition, new methods, techniques,
and tools have been developed or
adapted specifically for OR-type
problems. Many of these develop
ments are of recent origin—within
the past five to ten years—so that
one can now solve scientifically a
host of important problems that
were heretofore handled on a judg
mental basis.
The capabilities, flexibility, speed,
and scope usefulness of electronic
computers have aided in the growth
Management Services
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A policy most favorable to one unit is rarely most favorable to others.

of operations research. They have
made possible the study and solu
tion of problems
a complexity
that was previously beyond the
time limits that confront any feas
ible number of individuals, no mat
ter how competent. Some operations
research techniques require the use
of computers, but in a number of
areas highly effective work can be
accomplished with little or no use
computer time. Under no circum
stances is the computer a substitute
for intelligence, thought, business
imagination, and acumen.
The results of successful opera
tions research, for the decision
maker, are these:
1. Assistance in substantially im
proving the operations under his
control and better achieving the
goals
the organization
2. Increased knowledge and in
sight into the basic facts, character
istics, and relationships of the busi
ness
3. More effective, more respon
sive, and broader control
4. Better, more timely, and more
quantitative information

January-February, 1965
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5. A reduction of the time and
effort required for routine decisions
(“management by exception”)
6. More time for planning and
managing.
OR-type problems

Operations research has become
increasingly useful to management,
especially for solving those prob
lems which affect more than
functional unit (division, depart
ment, section, etc.) within a firm.
Such problems involve
of
interests, where a policy most favor
able to one unit is rarely most favor
able to the others. These
interest must be resolved to de
termine those policies and decisions
that will maximize the effectiveness
of the organization
a whole.
These problems have been called
“executive-type” problems. They
have arisen as a direct consequence
of the functional division of labor
in business enterprises — brought
about by the rapid growth, diversi
fication, and decentralization of in
dustry. With the increased segmen

tation of the management function
came increased attention
applied
scientists
problems generated in
the various functional units. From
their efforts emerged a number
branches applied science—includ
ing chemical, industrial, and me
chanical engineering; industrial psy
chology; statistical quality control;
industrial economics; and others. As
each functional unit developed and
better achieved its own objectives,
executive-type problems increased
in frequency and importance.
The solution of executive-type
problems demands a highly refined
balance of departmental objectives
and over-all corporate objectives.
Operations research is devoted to
the solution of executive-type prob
lems—to provide management with
a scientific basis for solving prob
lems involving the interaction of
functional units of the organization
in terms of the best interest of the
total organization.
To illustrate an executive-type
problem, consider briefly some of
the objectives and conflicts involved
the inventory decisions of a firm:
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OR is valuable in resolving conflicts of interest.

Manufacturing seeks to minimize
the unit costs of production (in
cluding set-up costs); hence, it
favors long, uninterrupted produc
tion runs. This would result in large
inventories tocomposed of relatively
few products.
Personnel is also interested in in
ventories. It wishes to stabilize
labor and minimize the costs of hir
ing and
as well as employee
discontent. This can be achieved by
producing finished inventory dur
ing times of slack customer de
mand.

Sales seeks
give outstanding
service
customers and, hence,
wishes to maintain a large inven
tory
a wide variety
products
readily accessible in many loca
tions. Further, it wishes manufac
turing to be flexible and able to fill
special orders on short notice.
Finance generally seeks to mini
mize the capital tied up in inven
tory and, hence, wishes a high rate
inventory turnover, that is,
inventory levels.
Other departments are
seri
ously affected by the production

E. LEONARD ARNOFF, Ph.D., is director of
operations research of Ernst & Ernst, Cleve
land as well as
principal in its management
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position he was associate professor of opera
tions research and associate director of the
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tions Research Society
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and inventory plan that is selected.
These objectives are, of course,
in conflict with each other. The
problem here is to determine the
inventory policy which is best for
the organization as a whole. Almost
every managerial position is af
fected by the operating plan that
is chosen and how well it is ex
ecuted. However, because of the
diverse objectives, and especially
because
the conflicts among the
objectives, choosing a plan is a con
troversial executive problem. Where
the decision is made through nego
tiation and depends on the relative
powers
persuasiveness of the in
dividual departmental or divisional
executives concerned, the outcome
can easily be a plan of action that is
far afield from what would best
serve the company’s over-all in
terest.
It is under such circumstances
that operations research is
high
est value. It is a highly useful means
by which to clarify and simplify de
cision making in the face of busi
ness uncertainties and risks, such as
incomplete knowledge of future
sales volumes and of the plans of
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competitors; in the face of a mul
tiplicity of alternative courses of ac
tion; and in the face
conflicts of
interest within the company.
Another type of situation where
operations research is highly useful
is under conditions where conflict
of interest may be secondary in im
portance but where there are a
great number of factors to be con
sidered, highly complex interac
tions, and a sheer bulk of data.
Since operations research is a
relatively new discipline, let us dis
cuss its origin and development and
how it works—and give a brief de
scription
a few
the hundreds
of decision areas in which it has
been successfully applied.

such groups in the British armed
services and in all branches
the
United States military organization.
Today, a substantial number of
operations researchers are engaged
in military operations research.
Immediately after World War II
the methods and techniques so suc
cessfully applied by the military
were adapted to business and
industry. Further developments,
many them along new lines, have
been successful. It is this rapid
ly increasing body of knowledgemethodology, techniques, and spe
cial analytic approaches—that gives
strength to operations research as it
exists today.
How OR works

Origin of operations research

Operations research’s develop
ment began in the United Kingdom
in 1939 when a group of scientists
was assigned to the Operational
Staff in Britain’s military organiza
This group
scientists in
cluded physicists, psychologists, en
gineers, mathematicians, and oth
The group was divided into
teams to study large-scale military
problems. The inclusion of several
disciplines on a team was found
lead
gratifying results in that the
interplay among the scientists often
yielded new and successful ap
proaches to complicated problems.
Outstanding contributions to the
war effort included the effective use
of radar, the allocation
British
Air Force planes to missions, and
the determination of the best pat
terns to be used in searching for
submarines.
The dramatic success of these first
efforts led to the formation of more

Operations research, like all
scientific research, is based on scien
tific methodology, which proceeds
along the following lines:
1. Analysis of the system— de
termine the objectives of the study
and the specifications, form, and
characteristics of the solution to the
problem. Before this can be done,
there must be a good, unbiased
working knowledge of the existing
system. (This is materially assisted
through flow charting the relevant
parts
the business under study).
Basic to this stage is identification
decision points, plus determina
tion
relevant factors and the ex
tent to which they are subject
control. The eventual solution, ac
cordingly, is conditioned by restric
tions as to what must be done and
what must not be done, as well as
by consideration
limiting values
and expressions
management
policies.
It is at this stage that the gen

eral approach is established and the
problem is formulated and often
partitioned into interconnected sub
problems. It is at this stage that
broad appraisal is made as to both
the cost and the pay-off value of a
successful study and estimates are
made of the required time and ef
fort. This, combined with an ap
praisal of the difficulty of the study
and the probability of its success,
determines whether it is worth
while (feasible) to undertake an
operations research study—and, if
so, in what scope and depth.
This first stage,
described
above, is commonly referred to as
an orientation-feasibility study. An
important product
the orienta
tion-feasibility study is a detailed
research plan which sets forth the
one or more phases of the study in
such a manner that, phase by phase,
results can be implemented and
benefits achieved without awaiting
the completion of the full study.
2. Construction of a representa
tion of the system—a “model”—that
has sufficient likeness to the real
situation so that the model, rather
than the system, can be munipu
lated meaningfully. The formal
model is usually a mathematical
representation of the system under
study, designed in such a way as
facilitate the most effective
evaluation of the influence of the
various factors that affect the deci
sions.
3. Testing the model. The model
must reflect those (and only those)
real world conditions that are perti
nent to problem solution. Collection
and analysis of pertinent data then
lead to appropriate modification
and refinement of the model.
4. Solving the model. The model

OR had its origin in the addition of scientists to military planning groups.
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is then solved; that is, for any given
set of conditions within stated poli
cies and restrictions, the model is
used to establish recommended
courses of action. The analyst also
 or
calculates the effect of relaxing
tightening restrictions or
chang
ing one or more policies.
5. Controlling the model and solu
tion. At this point, controls must
be established to indicate the limits
within which the model and its so
lution can be considered as suffi
ciently reliable and to indicate
under what future conditions and in
what manner either the model or
solution will have to be modified.
6. Implementing results. Finally,
when the research is at an appropri
ate stage of progress, steps must be
taken to put its findings to work.
The use of a model is common
place; for instance, every factory
schedule is a model. The account
ing system of a firm is also a model,
and often a very complex one. The
power of operations research mod
el building is that it is able to en
compass a multitude of factors and
a multitude of yardsticks and,
hence, to resolve highly complex
problems. A schedule is a model
whose primary yardstick is time,
with money important but secon
dary. An accounting system turns
all the variables to money values,
so that all other variables play a
secondary role. The operations re
search approach typically involves
a delicate weighting and balancing
along interlocking measurement
scales.
The use an operations research
model is especially important and
advantageous in that it permits ex
perimentation “on paper,” without
manipulation of the actual system.
In using the model, one can assess
the sensitivity (response) of the sys
tem to a wide variety of conditions
—without requiring either the time,
expense, or risks associated with ex
perimenting with the system itself
(if such experimentation would, in
fact, be possible and meaningful).
The appropriate transition from one
set of conditions to another set of
conditions can also be determined.
Hidden relationships can be

brought to light and brought to
bear upon decisions and control
activity. Accordingly, operations re
search is particularly advantageous
in dynamic (changing) situations.
The operations research approach
to a problem gives consideration to
the practical solution, as contrasted
to the purely mathematical, or
theoretical, solution. Analyses are
performed to determine when fur
ther research or refinement will be
more costly than the potential sav
ings. Alternative solutions, indicat
ing the cost of deviations from the
computed optimal solution, are also
derived and presented to manage
ment, thus giving management a
better basis for selecting from
among a group of alternative
courses of action.
The use of operations research
assures a sufficiently complete solu
tion to a problem rather than a
“patchwork” solution. The tendency
in industry and business today is
to be in a continual state of fire
fighting, treating the symptoms of
problems rather than the true
causes. Furthermore, the best solu
tion for a particular component of
a system when studied in isolation
may be quite different from the
lution when the over-all system is
studied. For example, the stockage
policies at a group of warehouses
will generally be different when
each warehouse is considered in
dividually than when the total ware
housing system is considered.
Since operations research is fre
quently involved in research, as con
trasted to the application of pre
viously developed techniques, there
always exists the possibility of not
being able to arrive at a full solu
tion. However, the methodology of
operations research provides an ap
proach to problem solution that
maximizes the probability of suc
cess in accomplishing the research
objectives.
In summary, operations research,
when applied to suitable problems
by competent practitioners, leads
to proper solution of problems—
problems that could not be so clear
ly and decisively understood, stated,
or handled by any other means.
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Operations research has been ap
plied in virtually every kind of busi
ness and industry. Among others,
it has been used extensively in the
petroleum, paper, chemical, metal
processing, aircraft, rubber, trans
port and distribution, mining, and
textile industries. Operations re
search has been very successful in
aiding executives in solving prob
lems in such areas as these:
PRODUCTION

Planning and scheduling
Purchasing—materials and sup
plies
Raw material and in-process
inventory management
Make or buy decisions
Allocation of fixed facilities and
manpower
Equipment and materials utili
zation
Maintenance and replacement
of equipment and facilities
Waiting lines (bottlenecks)
Plant location
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION

Allocation of sales effort
Salesmen’s compensation plans
Allocation of advertising dol
lars
Evaluation of advertising ef
fectiveness
Product mix
Finished goods inventory man
agement
Pricing and bidding strategy
Forecasting (demand, supply,
price)
Warehouse location
Centralization vs. decentraliza
tion
Transportation
Warranty
Customer service
INVESTMENT AND FINANCE

Facilities planning
Selection of process and equip
ment
Replacement policy
Diversification and acquisition
Budgeting
Portfolio selection
Sampling in accounting
Financial planning and control
Financial forecasting
Management Services 48
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and skills were then allocated so
procedures were developed tor both
as to determine an over-all research
day-to-day operation and longOrganization structure
range planning.
program with greatest profit poten
Centralization vs. decentraliza
tial.
tion
Production planning and labor
Communication
stabilization—in the rubber indus
Maintenance and replacement
Long-range planning
try. In an industry where demand
program—
a trucking company.
Organization
problem-solv
is highly seasonal, factory produc
The study determined the optimum
ing groups
tion rates and manpower levels
preventive maintenance and re
Stockholder control
were determined so as to minimize
placement program. The structure
OTHERS
the sum
the costs of (1) hiring
of the system was analyzed for a
and
layoff
personnel,
(2)
carry
variety
of basic alternative policies.
Evaluation of problem-solving
ing
inventory,
and
(3)
overtime.
Included
in the analyses were the
groups
costs
maintenance
and road fail
Research and development ex
Planning
and
scheduling
of
ma
ures.
penditure
terials, processes, manpower, and
Design of experiments
facilities
—in a refinery complex. A
Group replacement vs. individual
Urban planning and area rede
method
was
developed
for
deter
replacement
—of light bulbs
velopment
mining
the
selection
and
use
re
manufacturing
companies and mu
Various uses
sampling
sources
so
as
to
maximize
profit.
nicipalities.
For
items that do not
Credit analysis (e.g., credit
Price-volume
relationships
were
an
deteriorate
with
age
or with use but
card accounts)
alyzed,
and
optimum
product
which
ultimately
fail,
the determi
Benefit plans—executives and
were
established
for
market
plan
nation
is
made
whether
or not to
employees
ning.
(This
is
an
extension
opti
replace
in
a
group
and,
if
so, when
Decision-oriented management
mum
blending
procedures
for
gaso
to
do
so.
This
problem
arises
since
information systems
lines, middle distillates, and heavy
the cost per unit for group replace
fuel oils.)
ment (before failure) is less than
The following brief descriptions
the cost per unit for individual re
give further indication of the im
The
selection
and
scheduling
of
placement (after failure).
mense range of problems and situa
research
and
development
projects
—
tions where operations research has
in the pharmaceutical industry. The
The maintenance of mechanical
been successfully applied. While
estimated
pay-off,
cost,
effort,
and
equipment
—for large, world-wide
reference is made to studies in spe
likelihood
success
were
deter
governmental
agencies. These
cific industries, the problems in
mined
for
each
potential
research
studies
were
concerned
with the op
volved often have basic underlying
project.
Available
funds,
manpower,
timum
number
and
location of
structures that conform to general
ORGANIZATION

types. So the solutions that were
obtained could be paralleled in
many industries, with those modifi
cations required take full account
the individuality that gives truth
the saying . . . “but my business
is different.”
The design, development, and im
plementation of an optimal produc
tion and inventory management
system—in a machine-tool company.
This application covered the plan
ning and control of the ordering;
scheduling; sequencing; dispatch
ing; machine loading; warehousing;
assembly; and raw, in-process, and
finished goods inventory functions.
Included also were analyses and ap
propriate changes in data collection,
generation, and processing (com
puters and decision-oriented man
agement information systems) and
in forecasting. Decision rules and
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Analysis is aided by flow charting the parts of the business studied.
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Group replacement before failure of items that deteriorate was
found to be cheaper than individual replacement after failure.

maintenance shops, personnel re
quirements, stockage policies at de
pots and in the
and the ques
tion of assembly vs. component part
replacement.
The determination of optimum re
serve generating capacity—in the
electric utility industry.
analysis
was made of shortage policies,
maintenance programs, customer
demand, and interconnections—
determine when to add generators
and
what size. A major task here
was the determination of the prob
abilities of equipment breakdown
(forced outages) for the total sys
to
tem.

The determination of warehouse
dock facilities—for a department
store. Variations in the number and
time
daily truck arrivals, the ser
vicing times (loading and/or un
loading ), restrictions on the parking
facilities, and customer and com
pany truck waiting times were
taken into account in determining
the dock requirements for a ware
house which was to replace three
existing warehouses.
The determination of facility re

quirements (cranes, docks, etc.)
accommodate the expected volumes
and mixes of
and coal received
at a port. Factors considered in
cluded (1) the characteristics of
ships arriving at the docks, (2) the
effects of these characteristics on
unloading rates and dock space, (3)
limitations on the number
ships
that can wait in the harbor, and (4)
the cost associated with ships de
layed in unloading due to insuffi
cient facilities versus (5) the cost of
idle unloading facilities.

Establishing, monitoring, and up
dating master plans for urban re
newal and city planning. This re
quires integrated analyses of growth
patterns (population and industry);
the resulting effects on city income;
and the sociological implications of
various housing, recreational, office,
and transportation systems.

The allocation of salesman effort
—for a light-bulb manufacturer.
This study involved determining the
number
salesmen needed,
territory boundaries, and the num
ber of sales calls to make on each
type
dealer so as to maximize the
total profitability
the sales effort.

The establishment of an optimal
distribution system—for a bulk
chemical producer. Optimum prod
uct mix, product reorder levels and
order quantities, number and loca
tion of warehouses, the assignment
customers to warehouses, and the
assignment of warehouse facilities
to production plants were deter
mined. Storage, transportation, and
production costs, as well as cus
tomer service levels, were consid
ered.
The selection of coal for coke
plants. The objective of this study
was to minimize the total cost of a
given amount of coke. The costs of
transportation, mining, and conver
(coal to coke) were included,
along with consideration of the
availability of coal at each mine and
the capacity at each coke plant.

Planning for seasonal retail sales.
Sales patterns for numerous prod
ucts—sold by approximately 10,000
dealers with different geographical
locations, types of stores, and
volumes—had to be considered
developing a sampling plan for esti
mating end-user purchases. The re
sults were then used to develop pro

Technique can be used to determine dock requirements at a warehouse.
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Study on size and frequency of stewardesses' classes expanded into
eventual analysis of flight assignments to each base in airline system.

duction, distribution, and marketing
programs
a highly seasonal busi
ness.

The determination of an optimal

warranty system—for a durable
goods manufacturer. This study in
cluded the evaluation and change
settlement policies; where and by
whom the claims should be settled;
optimum product quality level; and
how product problems can be
quickly detected, evaluated, and
corrected.
The development of bidding
strategies for obtaining leases for oil
exploration. Included in this study
were the development of a predic
tor of future production for a given
lease and an analysis of the rela
tionship between the amount bid
and the likelihood of obtaining the
lease for that bid.
The OR approach

Great care must be taken to as
sure that the right problem is being
formulated and then solved—in its
proper scope. As noted earlier, the
use of an operations research model
is especially advantageous here, in
asmuch as it permits assessing the
response, or sensitivity,
the sys
tem to a wide variety of conditions.
In particular, it enables the analyst
to determine the sensitivity
the
solution
individual factors and,
January-February, 1965
Published by eGrove, 1965

in turn, to determine the impor
tance
such factors in obtaining
still further improvements in the
system.
A study conducted for an airline
illustrates the operations research
approach in assuring a complete,
yet practical, solution:
A commercial airline sought to
determine (1) how frequently it
should conduct classes for the train
ing
stewardesses, and (2) the
size that these classes should be.
This rather limited problem was
formulated precisely, and a decision
rule was obtained for administering
the school so as
minimize the
sum
the costs involved.
In the course
solving the prob
lem, the operations research team
discovered that the effectiveness
with which the school was operated
was very sensitive to the number
stewardesses required by the air
line. Consequently, an investigation
was undertaken as to how these
requirements were determined at
each base and, hence, for the total
system.
This led, in turn, to the develop
ment
a procedure for minimizing
the number of stewardesses (in
cluding reserve stewardesses) re
quired at each base. This step re
quired developing (1) new pro
cedures for the preparation of in
dividual flying assignments (“bids,”
prepared monthly) and (2) new
provisions for “makeup” flying

whenever flying assignments were
missed (due to cancelled flights,
etc.).
However, this investigation re
vealed that a base’s requirements
for staffing were sensitive to the as
signment of flights to that base and
that the total system’s staffing re
quirements were sensitive to the
number and location
bases and
the assignment of flights to each of
them.
A study was therefore undertaken
to determine (1) how many bases
there should be, (2) where the
bases should be located, and (3)
how the flights should be assigned
each base in order to yield the
best possible performance of the
total system.
However, since flights could not
be assigned to bases without con
sidering the male crews (the male
crews and stewardesses
the
same monthly “bids”), the study
was finally generalized to consider
the total crew.
Once each of these aspects of
the system’s operations had been
analyzed, the results of the several
phases were synthesized and over
all planning procedures for train
ing and utilization of personnel
were developed.
Further studies of utilization of
aircraft, maintenance policies, etc.,
were also suggested by the study,
because relationships which were
revealed. These studies were sub49
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sequently undertaken. In addition,
the study and its corresponding
model put the company on a better
basis for conducting its negotia
tions with the flight personnel
unions, inasmuch as the implica
tions of new contract terms could
be determined in advance.
In this example, the “symptoms”
were not indicative of the true
problem; it was the over-all ap
proach that eventually indicated the
total problem that had to be solved.
However, the intermediate steps
were so conducted that the solu
tion was optimized each time, sub
ject to the constraints imposed by
the rest of the system.
It is important to note that the
benefits obtained from solving the
over-all problem were substantially
greater than those that would have
been obtained by solving the limit
ed problem originally stated.
Organizing for an OR study

For each specific project, an OR
task force should be formed consist
ing of qualified operations research
ers as well as personnel directly in
volved with the subject area under
study. These latter personnel will
supply necessary technical know
how and experience, will assist in
collecting and generating data, and
will also assist in working out the
details of implementation.
The joint task force should, in
turn, report to a steering committee
consisting of the managers (or rep
resentatives) of those functions
the company most vitally connected
with, and affected by, the study.
The steering committee should usu
ally consist of three to five mem
bers, although at times it is desir
able to have additional representa
tion The task force should meet
regularly with the steering commit
tee, approximately two to four
times per month, and with individ
ual members of the committee even
more frequently.

In turn, the task force and the
steering committee should meet
with a top management committee
—typically every six to ten weeks.
Ordinarily, the top management
committee for the OR study is a
regularly functioning committee al
ready in existence. This committee
is usually a fairly large one includ
ing representation from each and
every major function of the com
pany. In many instances, members
of the steering committee are also
regular members
the top man
agement committee.
In some instances the nature and
scope of the problem,
related to
the company structure, are such
that only a single management com
mittee is needed, usually consisting
of three to ten members.
The use of the operations re
search task force, a steering commit
tee, and a top management commit
tee yields many important benefits—
so important, in fact, that it is safe
to assert that an operations research
study will seldom be effective un
less such committees are used. With
proper use of the committees, the
benefits include the following:
1. These committees serve as
ters for the research, help prevent
errors of both commission and omis
provide additional know-how,
and generally guide the team dur
ing the study, thereby increasing the
chances of success. (In particular,
interactions among functions are
uncovered where they might other
wise be missed.)
2. Since the committees represent
the areas affected by and involved
in the study, the OR team is not put
in the position of an outsider (e.g.,
staff) trying to tell others (e.g., op
erating personnel) what to do. Ev
eryone has a sense of participation
and contribution and also a much
better opportunity for discussion
and, hence, understanding, thereby
increasing chances for acceptance
and successful implementation. Fur
thermore, implementation can then
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be carried out more readily and
quickly.
3. Several levels of management
and operating personnel are there
by educated in the nature of oper
ations research, making them more
aware
its potentialities and its
limitations.
The success of operations re
search in any company often de
pends as much on management as
it does on the operations research
staff. Hence, wherever possible, the
informal discussions on operations
research at the committee meetings
should be supplemented by a series
of formal sessions on OR—designed
to develop a better understanding
by management. Such sessions have
been conducted—with great success
—in a large number of companies.
4. Further OR projects will usual
ly be suggested by these commit
tees, thereby inducing a better ac
ceptance of and environment for
operations research at all levels of
the company.
Words of caution

Whenever operations research is
mentioned, executives are likely to
express some bewilderment over the
fact that results have ranged all the
way from limited success to the
highest usefulness and profitability.
So far, this article has discussed
the steps, the procedures, the atti
tudes, the probings, and the meth
odology—which are a minimal basis
upon which to build toward success.
In
doing, the positive side has
been accentuated. However, there
is also a need to point out the nega
tive side. Certain common traps and
pitfalls can easily be, and have
been, the ruination of otherwise
good work. Some of these pitfalls
are fairly obvious, while others are
so subtle and deeply hidden that
unless careful heed is taken their
presence is not even suspected.
At the very outset of problem
solving—the problem selection and
Management Services
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formulation phase—a number of pit
falls can and do arise. Here, the ex
ecutive and the operations research
er have the joint task of selecting
the right problem and of defining it
completely and accurately. Is the
right problem being solved? Is the
problem being considered in its
proper scope, or will the gains be
localized and at the expense of oth
er parts of the organization (“sub
optimization”)? Will the solution
pertain to the actual system under
study and properly reflect the goals
of the organization
well as the
imposed restrictions? Are appropri
ate measures of performance being
used? The problem formulation
phase is probably the most impor
tant and most difficult part of the
entire study. Deliberate and skillful
planning is especially required here.
Data gathering can represent a
very large part of the time and cost
of an operations research study.
Hence, an early analysis of the sen
sitivity of the solution to the input
data should always be made, since
it will save gathering unneeded data
and will often indicate the areas in
which measurement and control
(and, hence, better data) are most
important. Fortunately, a system
reasonably close to optimum usually
gives excellent results. Hence,
rough, order-of-magnitude esti
mates will often give considerable
insight into system behavior and re
sults.
Solving the problem also contains
some potential dangers. Not the
least of these is over-concern with
the elegance of the solution, which
can lead to an elaborate and correct
answer that may be too late or too
complex to be used. It also can lead
to “over-optimization,” that is, at
tempting to obtain the last few per
centage points of improvement by a
detailed and expensive analysis. A
less complicated model will often
yield most of the potential gain, at
considerably less cost and with
much greater likelihood of success;
in fact, the cost of any further gain
may well exceed the gain itself.
Other pitfalls in problem solving
include (1) taking a “cookbook”
approach when a custom design is
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Pitfalls include "cookbook" approach
when a custom design is required.

needed (as, for example, precipi
tous use of standard lot-size formu
las), (2) warping the problem to
an available model, technique, or
tool, (3) substituting high-speed,
brute force computer groping for
sound analysis, (4) failing to test
the model and the solution ade
quately prior to implementation,
and (5) failing to establish proper
controls on the results.
Estimating benefits from system
improvements requires a word of
caution, in that theoretical benefits
are usually not completely achieved
and potentials must be discounted
in order to give realistic, practical
expectations of accomplishments.
The disappointment of not fully
achieving a potential gain can over
shadow the benefits that are actual
ly attained, even when such benefits
are sizable.
number of operations research
studies have not realized great po
tential because the results were not
fully accepted. Many of these
studies were technically sound, but
the operations researcher failed to
communicate properly with man
agement. It is the operations re
searcher’s responsibility to translate
his highly specialized and technical
thoughts, concepts, and ideas into
the realm of experience of the
ecutive and into the language of the
business and to translate complex
solutions and formulas into tools
and procedures that can be readily
used. Further, it is essential that the

operations researcher determine and
develop the procedures necessary
for smooth transition from the orig
inal system to the new system.
One further word of clarification
is that, in fact, a truly optimum so
lution is never achieved. Rather,
what is called an optimum solution
is such only for the problem as spe
cifically stated, the area covered,
and the conditions that existed at
that point in time. However, the
fact that a solution may not be truly
optimum does not mean that sub
stantial gains cannot be achieved.
Finally, what may appear to be a
pitfall is the fact that a good oper
ations research study may raise
more questions than it answers.
However, this can lead to a more
penetrating inquiry into the opera
tion of the system and what it is in
tended to do—with the ultimate re
sult of greater insight into the sys
tem and even more far-reaching
benefits and improvements. This in
quiring aspect of operations re
search is one of its strongest at
tributes.

DOS AND DON'TS
OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
In problem selection and formulation:
Do solve the right problem.
Do consider the problem in its
proper scope.
Do use appropriate measures of
performance.
Do develop a solution pertaining
to the actual system under
study.
Do develop a solution properly
reflecting the goals of the or
ganization.

In

the problem:
Don't be over-concerned with the
elegance of the solution.
Don't over-optimize.
Don't settle for a standard ap
proach if a custom
is
needed.
Don't warp the problem to fit an
available model, technique, or
tool.
Don't substitute high-speed com
puter groping for sound analy
sis.
Don't fail to test the model and
solution adequately before im
plementation.
Don't fail to establish proper con
trols.
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Organization for Profit: Manage
ment for the Age of Technology
by Gerald G. Fisch, McGraw-Hill

Book Company, New York, 1964,
311 pages, $9.50.
There is a great need, the author
feels, for a “practical” book about
organization that does not “merely
end up describing the practices of
well-known companies without seri
ously attempting to discriminate
which practice appears sound and
which unsound under specific cir
cumstances” This book is an at

tempt, more successful than most,
to meet that need.
Really useful books on organiza
tion are rare. Executives are likely
to report their own experience,
which may or may not be applicable
to someone else’s problem. Social
scientists, seeking universal truths,
often end up with generalizations
that are so broad as to be meaning
less.
Mr. Fisch, senior partner in
charge of the Canadian consulting
firm of P. S. Ross & Partners and a
director of management services of
the Canadian accounting firm of
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart, has
tried to strike a balance. He draws

on psychological and sociological
research to support his generaliza
tions and on business experience to
illustrate them, but his basic ap
proach is didactic. Although the
book suffers from the lack of con
creteness inherent in the subject, his
advice is basically sound.
Mr. Fisch’s most novel contribu
tions are his attacks on decentraliza
line-staff organization, and
rigid assumptions about the ideal
span of control. He favors “more
centralization of authority than has
been fashionable in the past two
decades.”
Increasing centralization, largely
made possible by the computer, will
make the traditional line-staff divi-

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure prompt and comprehensive coverage
of magazine articles dealing with management subjects,
Management Services has arranged with fifteen
ties offering the Ph.D. degree
accounting
have lead
ing magazines in the field reviewed on a continuing basis
by Ph.D. candidates under the guidance of the educators
listed, who serve as the review board for this department
of Management Services, unsigned reviews have been
written by members of the magazine’s staff.

Jim G. Ashburne, University
Texas, Austin
E. J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
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sion of authority even more unwork
tember-October ’64, p. 21); PERT;
in the course of a consulting engage
able than it is now, he argues. To
line of balance; queueing theory;
ment covering almost any area
a
replace the line-staff organization,
statistical analysis; and simulation.
company.
Mr. Fisch offers what he calls the
But he also discusses some older
For this reason organizational
“functional-team” concept, based on
techniques that many operations
know-how is indispensable for the
a division of the functions of an en
consultant. Mr. Fisch’s 14 years
researchers would consider outside
terprise into major repetitive time
their field: inventory reorder points,
experience in this field can be help
cycles (operations), resources (per
ful.
economic lot sizes, and economic
sonnel, finance, materials, assets),
order quantities; discounted cash
and relations.
Management Operations Re
flow analysis; and work sampling.
Appropriate spans of control, he
search by Norbert Lloyd Enrick,
Executives are not likely to quib
points out, vary widely among levels
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
ble about definitions, however.
of the hierarchy. To find the best
New York, 1964, 315 pages, $5.95.
Many will find in this book their
one for any given job, he suggests,
first really intelligible introduction
the economies afforded by the larg
This little book is a surprisingly
to operations research.
est span of control possible should
successful attempt at a seemingly
be balanced against the cost of the
impossible task—to provide a simple
Electronic Data Processing Sys
necessary support activities as the
explanation of operations research
tems: A Self-Instructional Pro
span of control expands.
techniques that still is detailed
grammed Manual by Leeland R.
For the business executive, the
enough to be useful.
O’Neal, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
chief value of Mr. Fisch’s book
wood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964, 408
probably lies in his continual re
Most books on operations re
pages, $10.
minders that every decision on or
search go to one of two extremes.
ganization must be made in the
If they are written for technicians,
This programed learning text
light of individual circumstances.
they are
esoteric that the non
book is designed to teach the basic
He criticizes much of what he calls
mathematician cannot read them. If
concepts of electronic data proc
“Holy Writ” in organization theory
they are written for businessmen
essing systems. It can be used for
—such as the division of the man
they concentrate on applications
either classroom individual study.
agement process into planning, ex
and avoid mathematics altogether,
ecution, and control; the division of
asking the reader to accept the va
Programed learning, a technique
business functions into manufactur
for presenting information in small
lidity of the formulas as an article
ing, marketing, and control; and the
steps, each requiring an active re
of faith.
“incorrect” notion that “democracy
sponse from the student, is finding
Dr. Enrick has tried to find the
in a pure sense can function in in
growing application in industrial
middle ground. Without going be
dustry.” He concludes with a highly
training. For subjects suited to defi
yond elementary algebra, he tries
pragmatic set of “maxims” for the
nite yes or no presentation it seems
(often by graphical analysis) to
chief executive.
to speed up learning and improve
show enough of the derivation of
For the consultant, the most use
retention while cutting down on
the formulas used in operations re
ful section of the book is the de
classroom time.
search to give the businessman at
scription, illustrated with sample
EDP is one subject that has been
least a glimmering of their appro
forms and charts, of how to conduct
successfully taught in this way. In
priateness.
an organization study. One chapter
ternational Business Machines Cor
Yet he does not neglect applica
of this section appeared in Man
poration,
for example, has reported
tions. The book is rich in case
agement Services (“Organization
good
results
in training computer
studies. In addition to those incor
al Change,” July-August ’64, p. 55).
operators
and
programers.
porated in the text, there are 25
In management consulting firms
The
author
of
this text, a planning
presented as problems in the ap
and management services divisions
representative of IBM’s Data Proc
pendix—with company names at
of public accounting firms, a recent
essing Division, collaborated in the
tached.
study showed, by far the largest
writing of a programed text on the
In attempting to make his book
area of activity is the solution of or
a practical guide to the use of
IBM 7070, which is now in use with
ganization problems. Executives, as
scientific methods in business anal
in the company, and is working on
Mr. Fisch points out, are more like
ysis, Dr. Enrick wanders beyond
a system for the education of cus
ly to turn outside for help with or
the boundaries of what most OR
tomer engineers. This text was
practitioners would classify oper
ganization than with any other as
tested at the IBM Customer En
ations research. He reviews most of
pect of management because they
gineering Training Center; a control
the basic OR techniques: linear
realize that they lack both the
group averaged 92 per cent on the
knowledge and the objectivity to
programing (three chapters of this
final examination.
deal with it. Furthermore, organiza
section of the book appeared in
The book covers basic data proc
tional problems are likely emerge
Management Services; see Sep
essing and flow charting, data cod
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Some examples of staff person
able a summary what he needs to
ing, magnetic tape, stored program
nel’s use of the concept of “man
ing, logic operations, use of the
know about inventory control.
agement by objectives and apprais
console, and system checking. It can
Gordon L. Nielsen, CPA
al by results” at RCA are presented.
The University of Texas
be used to teach EDP principles,
It has been found that desired
programing,
of and computer opera
results of many staff activities,
tion or for management orientation

thought to be statable only in more
in EDP. It would probably be most
MAGAZINES
or less intangible terms, can actual
useful to computer users who want
ly be set forth as specific goals to be
to train groups too small to justify a
Setting Targets for the Staff by
achieved. The important thing is to
formal training program.
Walter S. Wikstrom, The Confer
get the staff to think in terms of
ence Board Record, October, 1964.
the
payoff on its work, not just
Selective Inventory Management
the
work
itself.
by Kenneth R. Lavery, CA, The
The phrase “management by ob
Wilbur R. Ross, CPA
Society of Industrial and Cost Ac
jectives and appraisal by results"
The University of Texas
countants of Canada, Hamilton,
has become familiar in management
Ontario, 1964, 101 pages, $3.
literature in recent years. More sig
Yardsticks for Evaluating Corpo
nificantly, the concepts covered
rate Acquisitions by William R.
This special study commissioned
by the phrase have been widely
Tincher, Management Review, Oc
by The Society of Industrial and
adopted as a method of planning, a
tober, 1964.
Cost Accountants of Canada pro
basis for performance appraisal, or
vides a simple, concise summary of
a management philosophy.
As in many other areas of deci
the most important techniques for
sion
making, the key to success in a
scientific inventory control.
The author addresses himself to
corporate
acquisitions program lies
the question of whether the concept
in
planning
and organizing. This
This study was designed to give
of “achievement target setting and
author
suggests
guidelines which,
the reader from a small company
performance measurement” is appli
while
not
necessarily
making the
tools he can use immediately and at
cable to staff work as well
to its
task
easier,
should
assure
rigorous,
the same time to provide personnel
more traditional use in line manage
comprehensive,
and
enlightened
of large companies with an outline
ment. He reports that some notable
evaluation of proposed acquisitions
of concepts and possibilities. The
results have been achieved at Radio
and pave the way for successful ne
author, a partner of P. S. Ross &
Corporation of America from a fourgotiation and follow-through.
year campaign to increase the spe
Partners and Touche, Ross, Bailey &
Smart, has done a good job.
cificity of staff goals.
Any company that wants to grow
The objective of the campaign is
He touches on nearly every as
and has not excluded the possibility
to encourage staff managers to com
pect of inventory control, from sim
of acquisitions should have an ac
mit themselves to hitting a target
ple ideas like ABC classification to
quisitions policy whether or not it
through getting them to state in
such new techniques
exponential
is currently considering any specific
specific,
objective,
measurable
terms
smoothing. Where mathematics is
acquisition, Mr. Tincher recom
what
they
will
accomplish
in
the
needed, he explains it in such a way
mends.
This policy would be based
year
ahead.
Vague
statements
of
that it can be understood by the
on
the
company
’s acquisition objec
objectives such as “to improve ef
nonmathematician.
tives.
ficiency so as to increase profits” are
The major topics covered include
The development of a statement
discouraged. The emphasis is not
inventory classification, calculation
of basic objectives forces the com
upon the activities necessary to at
of procurement, holding, and stock
pany to crystallize its thinking by
tain an objective but rather upon
out costs; sales forecasting tech
the objective—the goal or target.
applying limits to an otherwise un
niques; calculation of economic or
limited number and variety of ac
While fine managers are likely to
der quantities and reorder points;
quisition possibilities. This state
statistical methods of determining
accept goal setting, staff personnel
ment can then be used to evolve
buffer stocks; and design of operat
usually feel that such a manage
evaluation criteria.
ing systems, with emphasis on the
ment concept is not applicable to
These criteria should be compre
establishment of decision rules to
their type of work. It is generally
hensive in their coverage of both
permit low-level operation of the
felt that staff merely “assists” line in
the acquirer and the acquired.
system.
achieving its goals. The author
“Buying a company on its balance
For the sophisticated reader,
points out—and experience at RCA
sheet and profit-and-loss statement
there is nothing new in this book.
indicates—that with a reorientation
performance, without delving into
But the practicing accountant with
of staff thinking on this matter, and
little knowledge of mathematics
the component factors of its opera
with appropriate adaptations, the
would have trouble finding else
tion and potentials, without know
concepts can be made to apply to
ing your own company, and with
where as complete and understand
staff work.
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are low; and the purchase of notes
out comparing these two groups of
volved in the implementation of the
receivable from the parent is final.
knowledge to determine the inte
policy.
The parent-subsidiary agreement
gration benefits and savings possi
In a limited space, Mr. Tincher
may state that all notes acquired
ble, can lead to frustration and dis
has presented a generally complete
will
be offered to the captive or
illusionment,” Mr. Tincher warns.
set of widely applicable yardsticks
that
the
captive will buy only the
The major criteria are summed
for the evaluation of corporate ac
conditional
sales contracts arising
up by the author as follows:
quisitions.
from
sales
made
by the parent in
1. What can the acquired com
J. F. ntonio, CPA
those
retail
and
mail
order outlets
pany do for us that we could not do
University of Illinois
mutually
agreed
upon
from time to
for ourselves?
Captive
Finance
Companies
by
time. The latter type of contract
2. What can we do for the ac
ictor L. Andrews, Harvard Busi
causes the captives’ cash flow to be
quired company that it could not do
ness Review, July-August, 1964.
a managed variable.
for itself?
The principal financial issue is
3. What direct and tangible sav
The use of captive finance com
whether the administration of cash
ings, improvements, or efficiencies
panies as a device to pyramid debt
flows, dismemberment of assets and
flow from merging with the ac
without
affecting the parent com
liabilities, and consequent reappor
quired company?
panies’ debt-equity ratios has in
tionment of risk in parent-plus-cap
4. What are the dollar and in
creased in recent years. The author
tive is a departure in financing
tangible values of these savings, ef
questions
the
soundness
of
this
de
technique
that is somehow superior
ficiencies, and improvements to us?
velopment.
to
the
financing
a parent as a
5. Do these financial and intangi
single
unit.
How
does
this design
ble benefits offset, to a satisfactory
A captive finance company, ac
affect
the
risks
of
various
creditors?
degree, any deficiency existing
cording to the study directed by
Professor
Andrews
presents
a
when the acquired company’s finan
Professor Andrews for the Harvard
hypothetical
but
nevertheless
realis
cial ratios are compared to ours and
Business School’s Division of Re
tic situation, the case of Manufac
to those we must maintain if the
search, is a subsidiary holding
turing Company, Inc. As the growth
acquisition is consummated?
notes receivable produced in con
of receivables has outpaced the in
Not to be overlooked in the ac
nection with the parent company’s
ternal generation of cash, manage
quisitions policy is the major re
sales—as a device for raising needed
ment has decided to create a cap
quirement of determining how the
debt capital. Captives had in
tive. With a two-piece balance
cost of the acquisition is to be fi
creased from 14 in 1946 to 125 by
sheet, Captive Company is able to
nanced, whether by cash, issuance
1961. Overwhelmingly, the affili
boast of debt to its bank of $11.2
of stock, or borrowing—all of which
ates operating actively were and
million on an equity base
$2.8
definitely entail a long-range out
are concentrated in four industry
million, or 4:1. This is quite a con
look.
groups—electrical machinery, non
trast with Manufacturing Com
Other considerations discussed
electrical machinery, transportation
pany’s norm of 1:1 Additionally, the
by the author include the tax and
equipment, and, to a lesser degree,
latter’s debt-equity ratio has im
antitrust law implications, the
retail trade. A sample of 62 captives
proved.
It is now .695. The problem
sources of leads to acquisitions, and
for 1961 (latest data available)
of
achieving
added financing for
the idea of mutual economic bene
showed a total financing of $4.7
receivables
expansion
has been
fit. “There should be more than
billion. Parent equity comprised 15
solved; every added $1 of the par
profit involved in an acquisition,
per cent of the total and parentent’s equity in the captive will sup
however. The acquisition that will
supplied debt slightly more than
port $4 of loans from the banks.
be most fruitful will be the one that
another 8 per cent. The commercial
Nevertheless, debt service of the
serves as a vehicle for both acquirer
banking system, the commercial
parent and interest charges plus
and acquired to fulfill a basic need,
paper market, and nonfinancial
debt repayments by the subsidiary
to perform for the other a needed
long-term lenders supplied the bal
must
inevitably be drawn from the
service, and to achieve by harmoni
ance, i.e., over $3 billion.
cash
flow of the corporate entity
ous teamwork worthwhile objec
The basic attraction of captives
as
a
whole.
Suppose that a period
tives that neither could achieve
has been their alleged ability to
alone.”
of
asset
growth
requires an expan
pyramid debt upon equity in mul
The results of the acquisitions
sion of both long- and short-term
tiples of several times, in contrast
policy will probably determine the
liabilities.
Not only does the parent’s
with their parent companies’ more
form of the organization created to
earnings
coverage
of debt service
conservative ratios. The foundation
accomplish and subsequently man
decline,
but
the
consolidated
debt
of this capacity of the captives is
age acquisitions. Mr. Tincher goes
equity
ratio
rises
to
1.231.
Thus,
the high collateral value of their
on to discuss the placing of respon
risk of default in the aggregate has
notes receivable. The debt con
sibility for acquisitions and some of
increased.
tracts have a defined schedule of
the general tasks which are in
How does this affect short-term
cash inflow; default and loss rates
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tivities related to purchasing, re
thur Young and Company, discusses
creditors? The asset composition of
these abuses and recommends rem
the subsidiary consists of prime
inforced by vigilance on the part of
edial action.
liquid assets whereas the parent’s
the independent auditor, is sug
current asset structure consists of
gested as the best method to reduce
some cash, some open-book
receiv
Kickbacks,
one
of
the
more
com
the
hidden costs of purchasing.

mon hidden costs, are difficult to
ables, and mostly inventory. The
Tom A. Brigham
position of the parent’s creditors,
recognize. Rebates, or gifts from the
University of Illinois
supplier to the purchasing agent,
both short- and long-term, seems
take many forms. Some of them are
materially weaker than before the
Managerial Acceptance of Scien
borrowing, part-time employment
formation of the captive.
tific Recommendations by C.
or directorship, gifts, or debts paid
Consider the position of the long
West Churchman, California Man
for the agent by the supplier. Al
term creditors. If a creditor is not
agement Review, Fall, 1964.
though the form may vary, the po
disturbed by the ambiguities of the
operating agreement relative to the
tential conflict of interest is obvious.
Even when executives have all
captive’s earnings and cash flow
The rationalization of the employee
the information they need to make
is often: “I’d probably give
the
because
the confidence he has
a decision, they do not always make
business anyway—his price is good,
in the parent, this would be equiva
the right one. This article explores
lent to purchasing captive debt on
and we know he’s reliable—so it’s no
some of the reasons.
the faith and credit of the parent,
skin off anybody’s back if I let him
do me a little favor.”
i.e., buying a debenture. If this is in
Accountants and management
The author suggests four steps to
fact the lender’s attitude, what
scientists devote a lot of effort
deal with this problem:
point is there to having a credit
the design of information systems
subsidiary for its supposedly su
in an effort to improve management
1. Questionnaires covering invest
perior fund-raising capacities?
decision making. Yet, says Profes
ments and other business and per
sor Churchman, there is sufficient
It is apparent that the banking
sonal affairs of executives and key
evidence to show that a manager
employees
system has absorbed considerably
may have perfect information avail
increased risk in lending to parent
2. Statements in annual reports
able to him and yet not make the
captive combines; that long-term
affirming company policies in this
correct decision. Why?
area
lenders have loaned to many cap
One obvious answer is that he
tives with little control over their
3. Requirement of total absten
does
not know how to transform the
ability to earn debt service; that
tion from financial or other interests
available information into a knowl
creditors of these parents have
in supplier companies
edge of action. Unfortunately, how
loaned to organizations with re
4. Review of existing policies and
ever, even information plus analy
duced liquidity protection; and that
procedures and strengthening of
sis does not necessarily lead to
managements of nonfinancial par
management controls over purchas
change.
group of graduate stu
ents have not taken into account
ing, receiving, and other related ac
dents at the University of Califor
the effects on their stock prices
tivities.
nia wrote to the authors of cases re
leverage exerted on their profit
The article recommends that the
ported in Operations Research over
flows by subsidiary-borne debt.
first three approaches be reviewed
the first six years of its publication
Professor Andrews concludes that
with the company’s lawyer and the
to determine to what extent the
business needs much more concrete
fourth with its independent auditor.
recommendations of the studies had
information on the behavior of cash
A fairly complete list
steps
been carried out by management.
flows since the usual analytical
which might be taken by an in
In no case was there sufficient evi
practices have been altogether in
ternal or independent auditor is in
dence
that the recommendations
adequate for revealing the full
cluded. Mr. Patton emphasizes that
had been accepted.
“although detection and prevention
meaning of the growth of captives.
Some suggest that the missing
of these activities is basically the
Shirley M. Arbesfeld, CPA
ingredient in the equation is com
responsibility of management, con
New York University
munication; if operations research
tinuous cooperation between man
ers could only learn to talk in a
agement and the independent audi
Management Controls and the
tor affords perhaps the best possible
language managers could under
Hidden Costs of Purchasing by
stand, their advice would be ac
safeguard against them.”
Richard E. Patton, Management
Review, September, 1964.
The purchasing function is vital
cepted. Information theory re
to over-all operation of the busi
search at the University of Califor
The hidden costs of purchasing
in terms of both cost savings
nia has provided no evidence that
and related “white collar crime” are
and profit contribution. It also pro
the mode of communication has any
estimated at five billion dollars an
vides unique opportunities for in
significant effect in influencing ac
nually. This is one per cent of gross
dividuals to be tempted. A firm,
tion.
national product. Mr. Patton, of Ar
clear policy with regard to the ac
Professor Churchman concludes
56
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er savings may result from automat
duce the most savings, taking into
that the real missing ingredient is
ing only part of the system.
consideration company goals in
understanding of the manager and
5. Prepare implementation plans.
sales, research, and production and
how he works and thinks. His per
Comprehensive schedules should be
sonality, his goals, and the individ
also the cost factors which have the

drawn up for every part of the proj
greatest impact on profits. Non
uals who influence him are all im
ect.
Weekly or biweekly progress
accounting - oriented applications
portant factors.
checks should be possible from
can be quite successful in areas
Information, analysis, and com
these schedules. Delays and “bugs”
such as sales forecasting, marketing
munication mean nothing, accord
must be spotted and then elimi
ing to the author, unless the man
information, material procurement,
ager pays attention, and paying at
nated. For particularly complex
and quality control.
tention is “an obscure process of
conversions, the new techniques
2. Catalog potential applications.
the managerial mind, little under
network scheduling like PERT and
Preliminary estimates of savings
stood by management scientists. .. .
and of any other benefits, necessary
CPM could be used. A month-byIf we are to learn more about the
investment in programing and sys
month spread sheet may also be
implementation of recommenda
tems, payback period, and degree
used to match the costs and savings
tions, we must learn more about
risk should accompany each appli
with the budget.
how people decide where to direct
cation considered. The systems staff
6. Review progress regularly. A
their attention.”
should then rank them on the basis
biweekly or weekly review of cur
rent progress, anticipated delays,
of their over-all contribution. In a
The Payout on Computers: What
and proposed corrective steps is
situation where the tangible bene
Management Has Learned About
fits of two programs are similar, in
useful to achieve the greatest eco
Planning and Control by J. T.
tangible factors, such as more
nomic benefits.
Garrity and V. L. arnes, Man
timely or detailed reports, could be
7. Conduct a post-appraisal. After
agement Review, December, 1964.
weighed. Line management ought
the installation is complete and all
to be consulted and made responsi
new systems’ operating expenses,
Two McKinsey and Company
ble for detailed planning, imple
implementation costs, and measur
consultants offer some suggestions
mentation, and follow-through.
able operating improvements are
for ensuring the profitability of a
3. Draw up plans of possible al
available, then the realized benefits
computer installation.
ternative long-range applications.
can be measured and future oppor
With line management assistance,
tunities weighed.
Believing that only a few compa
the systems staff should determine
Charles Carpenter, CPA
nies achieve the anticipated gains
those applications which will make
University of Illinois
from a computer installation at the
the greatest contribution to corpo
expected price, the authors suggest
rate EDP objectives considering the
Common Misconceptions in Man
that the fault lies not with poor
limits of time and cost. Due to the
agement by Alan C. Filley, Busi
equipment decisions but rather
ness Horizons, Fall, 1964.
multiple variables involved, alterna
with management’s failure to prop
tive application plans will result.
erly staff the computer program, its
In a plea for more accurate
4. Analyze profit potential. An
failure to supply meaningful top
theories of management, the author
analysis of a proposed computer in
management support, and, especial
refutes seven common misconcep
stallation should be compared with
its failure to apply sound plan
tions.
the most efficient manual system
ning and control techniques to the
obtainable, which may not neces
There is great need, the author
computer program and related proj
sarily be the one in use presently.
notes, for a body of management
ects.
In evaluating such manual systems,
A study by McKinsey and Com
theory that strikes a happy medium
profit analysis should not anticipate
between the abstractions of the aca
pany indicated that of the 27 large,
clerical cost increase on a percent
demician and the “straight-fromsophisticated companies surveyed
age-of-sales or cost-per-transaction
the-shoulder” reminiscences of the
as to computer experience twobasis. If savings on a current cost
businessman. Such theory, he
thirds did not recover their original
basis do not justify the new system,
should be testable, logically consis
EDP investment within four years.
installation should probably be de
tent both internally and externally,
Among successful computer in
layed until increased cost levels will
and complementary to other theo
stallations, some common elements
make it worthwhile. It is easy to
ries.
exist in an installation approach. A
overestimate immediate clerical
He demonstrates the need for ac
seven-step planning and control
savings because parallel runs, new
curate theory by presenting empiri
program is recommended:
systems tests, and realignment of
cal evidence to refute “several be
1. Specify broad objectives. Of
manual tasks are likely to delay sav
liefs” about management “that ap
the potential applications utilize the
ings. A “total” or “integrated” infor
pear to be ill founded”:
computer where it will make the
mation system may not necessarily
achieve the greatest savings. Great
1. Job descriptions, organization
greatest contribution and/or pro
Published
by eGrove,1965
1965
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entries:
additional information
gests, depends on the number and
charts, and explicit policy state
kind of such desensitizing factors
about either a condition or action
ments will reduce individual free
dom in an organization.
that operate in a given market and
pertinent to a particular rule.
2. Organization politics are a fact
the amount of “spread” in the dis
Both decision tables and flow
of life, something the textbook can
tribution of desensitizing differen
charts force a clear statement of
not cope with.
the problem and show where in
tials, that is, the range between the
3. Professional employees such as
formation is missing. Both also com
most favorable and unfavorable
scientists and engineers want a
pletely define decisions to be imple
pairings of factors favoring the
minimum of direct supervision.
mented. Decision tables, however,
company and factors favoring the
4. Committees are a waste of
competition.
have certain advantages over flow
time and money and should be
charting. They permit development
This sort of analysis provides a
avoided.
and orderly presentation of systems
quantitative basis for study of the
5. There is no limit to a mana
too complex for effective flow chart
effects of changes in prices. Each
ger’s effective span of supervision.
ing. Decision tables are easier to
pricing situation, the author warns,
6. Flat organizations are decen
update than flow charts and show
should be explored individually. In
tralized organizations.
more clearly the effects that system
most cases, he believes, the result
7. A happy group is a productive
ing demand curve will turn out to
changes will have upon the decision
group.
logic. They permit system definition
be more nearly continuous than
Professor Filley does a good job
and description without imposing a
most businessmen would expect.
of showing the need for better man
premature
sequence of problem
Shirley M. Arbesfeld, CPA
agement theory. Unfortunately, he
solving
operations.
Decision tables
New York University
offers no suggestions
to how to
are suitable for direct translation
go about developing it.
into a computer machine language.
Decision Tables and Their Appli
DETAB-X, for example, is an ex
cation by Paul Dixon, Computers
Sense and Sensitivity in Pricing
perimental decision table language
and Automation, April, 1964.
by Richard T. Sampson, Harvard
—an extension to COBOL-61.
Business Review, November-De
Eugene W. McDermott
This article describes the funda
cember, 1964.
University of Pennsylvania
mental principles of decision tables
and discusses the power and ap
Every businessman knows that al
Microfilm Focuses on Retrieval
plicability of this technique
an
most no product demand curves are
by Peter R. Weill, Administrative
analytical and programing tool in
perfectly elastic, but few know ex
Management, June, 1964.
production (quality control, opera
actly how pricing decisions influ
tional planning, inventory control,
ence market shares. This author has
Recent developments that have
production scheduling, dispatching,
some suggestions.
greatly
enhanced the usefulness of
shipping, and traffic control), in
microfilm
in records management
marketing, and in the design and
Mr. Sampson, an insurance com
are reviewed.
implementation of complex file
pany management analyst, chal
processing systems.
lenges a number of business as
Today, the author claims, busi
sumptions about pricing, particu
ness is just beginning to realize the
A main advantage of decision
larly the so-called “critical price”
potential of microfilming
a sys
tables, according to the author, is
concept of price sensitivity (that
tem for automated information stor
that they provide a means for ex
blocks of market share are concen
age and retrieval. Although micro
pressing complex problems in a sim
trated at specific price levels and
film has been in use commercially
plified form.
complex decision
that sensitivity to price changes is
since 1929, until a few years ago
making process can be broken
therefore irregular). He outlines an
its major benefit—space saving—was
down into a set of small intercon
approach to identifying and evalu
not enough to compensate for the
nected tables by which the process
ating influences that reduce market
awkward method of retrieval, the
is shown in a series of easily di
price insensitivity.
time-consuming job of printing,
gestible, parallel steps that can be
Among the major desensitizing
and the blurred images. Finding a
executed by nonspecialists
factors he lists variability in con
document on a roll of film and hav
A decision table is a tabular rep
sumer behavior, differing abilities
ing it printed was a slow and tedi
resentation of particular sets of (1)
of salesmen, effectiveness of local
ous process. However, recent de
conditions: variables that must be
promotion, the importance of prod
considered in reaching a decision;
velopments have made microfilm an
uct service, brand loyalties, product
(2) actions: operations that must be
effective tool for storing and re
differentiation, multiplicity of di
carried out when a given set of con
trieving management and scientific
mensions of product quality, and
ditions exist; (3) rules: specific sets
information.
product complexity. The degree of
of conditions and the actions dic
The recent combination of micro
price insensitivity, the author sug
tated by these conditions; and (4)
film with automated information
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol2/iss1/10
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The author maintains that the de
have been proposed, only a few
retrieval and improved indexing
gree of success of this technique
have been built and demonstrated.
techniques makes it a powerful tool
depends largely on the role played
This article comes at a time when
for business records management.
by the financial
This meet
many are faced with the problem
In addition, the basic components
ing demands considerable planning.
of handling sharply increased vol
of the microfilm system—the cam

Care must be exercised in choosing
umes of paper work. It is well
era, the processor, the reader, and
the participants. Aside from acting
worth the attention of those inter
the printer—have been improved
as chairman the controller must at
ested in records management and
and in some cases combined. New
tempt to play the part of an objec
information storage and retrieval.
machines, new films, and new
tive spectator, confining himself to
Arthur V. Corr
processes have added efficiency and
asking questions rather than stating
New York University
flexibility to the system. In two ta
policy
and giving opinions. Ideally,
bles the author lists the manufac
he
will
receive individual reports
Special Report on the Office,
turers, characteristics, and capabili
in
advance
that he may have
Duns Review, September, 1964.
ties of some of the new microfilm
questions prepared.
cameras, readers, and reader
The ultimate goal of the meeting
This years edition of Dun’s Re
printers.
is, of course, a better report for top
view’s annual supplement focuses
A microfilm system for handling
management. Several important by
on computers.
the storage and retrieval of business
products of this meeting also de
records works in this manner:
serve consideration. The decentrali
This special report attempts to
camera films each document and in
zation of financial analysis to mid
sum up what management is doing
the process sharply reduces the size
dle management develops an im
to stem the rising tide of paper
of the image, often to one-thirtieth
proved “sense of belonging” within
work. Topics covered include the
of that of the original document.
role of computers in decision mak
this group and encourages its mem
This reduction cuts down drastical
ing, the use of service centers, de
bers to think beyond the limited
ly the storage space needed. The
velopments in record storage and
scope of their own jobs. Thus it
film is then processed, indexed, and
retrieval, advances in office equip
can be important in the develop
filed in the storage unit. When it is
ment, and trends in office design.
ment of future executives. The con
needed the film is removed from
troller benefits, too, from this type
the storage unit and placed in a
The Operations Analysis Meeting
reader which selects the desired
of exposure, which helps him to
by Ralph W. Sauber, Financial Ex
image and magnifies it to its origi
achieve the breadth of view and
ecutive, April, 1964.
nal size or even larger. When a re
level of confidence necessary to
production of the document is de
make him a better member of top
The financial officer responsible
sired, the printer, which is the last
management.
for releasing the monthly financial
stage of the microfilm system, re
David
Shaw
statement to the president, Mr. Sau
verses the process of the camera by
University of Pennsylvania
ber suggests, may effectively em
creating a full-size document from
the micro-image. Printing was a
ploy an “operations analysis meet
Temporaries Can Reduce Over
slow and awkward process until
ing” to augment his own knowledge
head by llen K. Trueman, Ad
the reader and the printer were
of current operating performance
ministrative Management, August,
combined in one machine. Today’s
and to sharpen his monthly report
1964.
equipment can produce high-grade,
for management’s use.
low-cost paper copies of records
The author presents arguments,
and documents in a matter of sec
The operations analysis meeting
based on a consulting study, for the
onds.
can be a useful device, according to
use of temporary office help firms.
Mr. Weill claims that the highMr. Sauber. It is held a day or so
capacity, integrated, mechanized
before the release of the monthly
When management is faced with
image system is the system of the
statement. The controller or vice
the necessity of obtaining tempo
future. The following elements are
president of finance solicits key re
rary help to meet the demands of
ports from the meeting participants
common to most of those already
peak loads and special projects, it
on such topics as sales
produc
designed: (1) a camera that in
can take either of two courses of
tion cost variances, budget analyses,
action. It can hire additional em
corporates an indexing feature, (2)
credit,
various
division
operations,
ployees
and put them on the com
a file cabinet offering quick access
inventory costs, and other pertinent
pany payroll, or it can call on tem
to visibly indexed film magazines,
problems. From these analyses pre
porary personnel companies to sup
and (3) an electronically controlled
sented at the meeting together with
ply qualified workers on a tempo
reader-printer that can scan index
the other sources of information at
rary basis.
numbers on individual film frames
his disposal he compiles his operat
The author concludes that, be
almost at computer speeds. Of a
ing report.
cause of the tremendous increase in
total of seventeen such systems that

January-February,
1965
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the cost of fringe benefits in recent
years, it is often more economical to
rely on help service companies for
temporary workers. He cites some

examples from a recent study by
Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison, a
New York management consulting
firm, to show that the cost per hour
of qualified temporary help ob
tained from a leasing service is
often less than the cost per hour of
permanent employees doing the
same job in the same geographical
area. For this reason it sometimes
may pay for management to rely on
temporary help companies for or
dinary business as well as for emer
gencies and peak loads.
When management uses tempo
rary personnel companies, the ar
ticle claims, it gets competent, mo
tivated workers. It is spared all the
costs involved in hiring temporary
employees, for example, the costs of
recruiting, interviewing, selecting,
and training. The personnel service
company takes care of all that.
Management is also spared such
costs of adding temporary workers
to the payroll as the cost of main
taining the necessary employee rec
ords and filing the required em
ployee reports. Furthermore, pay
ment is made in one amount to the
help service company, not to the
worker, and there are no deductions
for taxes, hospital insurance, etc. Al
so, management pays only for time
worked; there is no payment for
time lost due to sickness or absence.
Today many business concerns
are involved in switching from man
ual to punched card and electronic
data processing systems and they
find it necessary to maintain both
systems for a short period of time.
In such a situation temporary per
sonnel companies can be useful.
They can provide qualified tempo
rary workers to operate the new
system simultaneously with the old
one, and these workers can be re
tained while the business is train
ing its employees to handle the new
system or hiring new employees if
that is necessary.
The temporary personnel compa
nies have expanded into many new
areas in recent years. In addition

secretarial and general clerical help,
they now provide a wide variety of
specialized workers. The business
that needs the services of almost
any type of worker on a temporary
basis can turn to the help service
companies for assistance. They can
supply specialists in accounting,
management, engineering, package
design, data processing, and many
other fields. They can
provide
trained workers to handle conven
tions, meetings, and demonstrations.
In closing, the author includes
some helpful hints on the proper
utilization of temporary workers in
order to get the job done quickly,
efficiently, and profitably. Mr. True
man
provides a list of tempo
rary personnel organizations with
offices in more than one state.
Management should establish a
policy with regard to the acquisition
of temporary workers. To establish
such a policy intelligently it must
compare the cost of hiring them as
employees with the cost of obtain
ing them from temporary personnel
companies. In addition to present
ing many factors to be considered
in making such a comparison, this
article sets forth some of the
changes that have taken place in
the temporary help organizations.
This article should be of interest to
all those concerned with obtaining
personnel services not only on a
temporary basis but on a perma
nent basis as well.
Arthur V. Corr
New York University
Management Services by CPA
Firms—A Client’s Viewpoint by

Alfred S. Martin, Pennsylvania
CPA Spokesman, April, 1964.

This article evaluates the advan
tages and disadvantages inherent
in obtaining management services
from the client’s certified public ac
counting firm as compared to the
alternative provided by the in
dependent management consultant.
In the author’s opinion, it is not
only logical but also economical to
make use of the management ser
vices offered by a company’s inde
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pendent auditors. He cites the fol
lowing arguments in support of this
position:
Time-cost factors are likely to be
favorable to the CPA firm as com
pared to the independent manage
ment consultant. Because of its pre
vious relationship with the client,
the auditing firm is likely to be
more familiar with the subtle as
pects of the organization. Lacking
this familiarity, the independent
consultant has these alternatives:
He can take the time needed to
learn the company, which would
add to the cost of his services. Or
he can limit the scope of his engage
ment to meet his budget without
encroaching on his margin of profit;
thus, he would run the risk of over
looking some pertinent factors. A
consultant who is a complete out
sider, Mr. Martin suggests, may be
tempted to submit classical solu
tions to the client’s problems, solu
tions that may not apply because of
various special circumstances with
which he is not familiar.
Client - consultant relationships
may be better when the auditing
is used. A successful relation
ship is based on mutual confidence
and intelligent appraisal of capabil
ities. Full development of such a
relationship ideally requires con
tinuous resolution of divergent
thought patterns. This relationship,
Mr. Martin argues, is in fact pro
vided by the regular contact be
tween CPA firm personnel and cli
ent management.
On the whole, Mr. Martin feels,
the studies and analyses prepared
by CPA firms have been superior
to those prepared by consultants.
He concedes that there is risk that
such services could compromise the
independence of the auditors but
feels this can be prevented by the
establishment and enforcement of
adequate safeguards.
Mr. Martin does not argue for the
employment of CPA firms in all
cases. He advocates the use of other
consultants in areas in which the
CPA firm lacks sufficient specializa
tion.
Christopher J. Pettersen
University of Pennsylvania
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sold, (2) which products should be
Accountants, he
report
discontinued, (3) how to develop a
on performance through reports
better product mix, (4) how to
by Edward J. Mock, Business Top
adapted fom the balance sheet and
ics, Summer, 1964.
establish a yardstick for setting
income statement. These two basic
prices,
(5) which product to ad
reports are designed to allow the
When (or whether)
to
repatriate
vertise
more,
and (6) which small
says,
controller to perform his two tradi
earnings of overseas subsidiaries
customers are profitable enough to
tional functions: (1) to insure that
and hence how to value them are
justify the sales effort. Reporting
expenditures and collections are
problems for many international
of net profit would indicate whether
made in conformance with precompanies. The author outlines a
or not the products are covering
established plans and policies, and
simple mathematical technique for
the indirect as well as the direct ex
(2) to see that revenues and
evaluating the alternatives.
penses, make readily available the
penditures, assets and liabilities are
relationship of manufacturing costs
recorded so that the financial state
Differential taxation rates com
to selling costs for each product,
ments accurately reflect the position
plicate decisions on how best to
and provide an
productivity
of the firm.
finance overseas subsidiaries, how
scoreboard.
The author believes this system
to evaluate their earnings, and what
The author admits that alloca
hampers management in its func
to do with the earnings. The hope
tions
of costs will vary from one
tion of control of operations by forc
of reducing taxes leads many com
accountant
to the next. Therefore,
ing it to rely for data on reports
panies to retain profits overseas
he
suggests,
in assigning costs to
not specifically designed for man
even when there is little likelihood
the product line the principal rule
agement purposes. Control of finan
of reinvesting them profitably. This
to follow is: “Assign costs wherever
cial policy and control of operations
also creates a problem in evalu
possible on a direct basis and allo
are separate activities. Accounting
ating the earnings: Should they be
cate the remainder according to a
for financial policy control and ac
valued
if remitted even if they
fixed set of rules which can be justi
counting for operations control
are not?
fied.”
must be completely divorced. The
There are three major bases for
The optimal solution to these
author gives three proposals for
allocating costs: amount of effort
questions, Professor Mock says, is
reaching this goal:
an exercise in dynamic programing
expended, results obtained, and
1. Accountants should provide a
involving consideration of all pos
ability to pay. The best method, the
trail from the financial records all
sible combinations of alternatives.
author feels, is effort expended be
the way back to the firm’s physical
Usually, however, this technique is
cause it is planned and controlled
operations.
too cumbersome to apply to practi
and ties in with expenditures.
2. Accountants should limit oper
cal problems and there are not
He suggests that the standard
ations control reports to key factor
enough data to justify it. He out
cost for each product be used to de
control data for unit systems man
lines a simpler method of analysis,
termine the cost of goods sold. He
agers, even if this requires quantity
one that leads him to conclude that
also makes these recommendations:
rather than financial data.
ordinarily it is more profitable for
The cost of getting orders should be
3. Accountants should study and
the parent company to repatriate
allocated by budgets, or if salesmen
learn well the basic operations of
local profits as soon
they are
are on commission the allocation
their firms to ensure that the proper
earned.
can be made directly to the product.
key factors are reported.
The cost of processing orders
Edward Lee Summers
Something Old, Something New:
should be allocated directly to each
University of Texas
Accounting - Management Rela
product and product group by the
tionships by John G. Hall, Cost
line count of orders for each prod
Profit Measurement by Product
and Management, April, 1964.
uct. The cost of shipping orders
Group by Henry W. Hornik, Fi
may be allocated by cost of goods
nancial Executive, March, 1964.
This article reviews the incom
sold, by relative weights of the vari
patibility of traditional accounting
ous products shipped, or by direct
Reporting of net profit by prod
and management information needs
freight expenses for each shipment.
uct line facilitates a sound appraisal
and makes some suggestions as to
The net profit by product state
of the present and future profitabil
what can be done about it.
ment can be of immeasurable value
ity of both products and product
in making marketing decisions, the
lines. The author has some sugges
The author begins with the as
author concludes. With this tool
tions for how to do it.
sumption that management is sy
the modern finance executive can
nonymous with control. He defines
If financial statements presented
provide management with a better
“control”
that facility which gets
product line data, the author says,
picture of profits.
done what management wants
management would be helped to
Donald R. Hootstein
done.
see: (1) which products should be
University of Pennsylvania
Financing Overseas Subsidiaries
and Evaluating Their Earnings
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Profitability analysis

A New Approach to the Break
even Chart, William E. Arn
stein and Edgar A. Mack,
March-April, p. 60.
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Standard Sales Prices and Their
Variances, Felix P. Kollaritsch
and Norman E. Dittrich, Sep
tember-October, p. 30.

The Feasibility Study—‘Fiscal
Insurance,’ Edwin
Boyle,
May-June, p. 50.
Pricing

Standard Sales Prices and Their
Variances, Felix P. Kollaritsch
and Norman E. Dittrich, Sep
tember-October, p. 30.
Psychology

Psychology for the Systems An
alyst, Robert E. Schlosser,
November-December, p. 29.

The Psychology of Consulting,
Theodore Andreychuk, MarchApril, p. 52.
Statistical analysis

Discriminant Analysis—A Tech
nique for Classification of In
dividuals, Sidney I. Neuwirth
and Michael Shegda, MarchApril, p. 28.
Exponential Averaging for Op
erational Accounting, Robert
E. Malcom, November-Decem
ber, p. 37.

Incremental Analysis and Oppor
tunity Costs, Michael Schiff
and Joseph Schirger, July-Au
gust, p. 13.
Systems analysis

Psychology for the Systems An
alyst, Robert E. Schlosser,
November-December, p. 29.
Value analysis

Value Analysis, Edward Blake,
September-October, p. 44.
Work measurement and simplifi
cation

Cutting Payroll Costs in Manu
facturing Staffs, Vincent E.
Melore, July-August, p. 18.
Management Services
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It’s easy to jump to the Honeywell 200

Why not take a big leap
forward — and order the new,
low-cost, high-performance
Honeywell 200.

“Liberator” concept, can
be converted automatically to
fast-running Honeywell 200
programs. Your programmers
won’t have to be re-trained.
Your new Honeywell 200 will be
humming away in
time.

We’ve made conversion easy. If
you have a 1401, for example,
your present magnetic tape
files can go right on the H-200.
And your programs, thanks to
Honeywell’s exclusive

And you already know what the
H-200 can do — it’s a fact, not
just a promise. For instance, it
can read, write, print and
punch simultaneously while
computing at two-microsecond

Do you have more work than
your out-dated business
computer can handle?
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speeds. It’s already hard at
work for major companies
coast to coast.
Honeywell EDP salesman
will be delighted to give you all
the facts. Call him — he’ll
hop right over.

Honeywell
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
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